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The guiding principle 
of Saf-T-Cart is to 
provide you with the 
absolute best in 
cylinder transportation 
and storage systems 
through continual 
research and 
development and the 
highest customer satis-
faction possible. 

At Saf-T-Cart, we 
promise to help raise 
you, our customer, to 
the highest position in 
your �eld.  By o�ering a 
superior product at a 
competitive price, 
together, we can solve 
any problem with real, 
personal interaction.

Innovation, Performance, Service, Quality

The Crossroads
Saf-T-Cart is located in Clarks-
dale, Mississippi, at the classic 
location of the two great Blues 
highways, Hwy. 61 and Hwy. 
49.   This crossroad is conve-
niently located next door to 
America’s distribution center, 
Memphis, TN, ensuring the 
timely delivery of your goods.

Visit us on the web at

www.saftcart.com
or contact us at

sales@saftcart.com
800-542-2278

662-627-1640 (fax)

Terms
Payment terms are a net 30 days with 
credit and distributor approval.

Credit card payments accepted from 
approved distributors.

Return Policy
If, for any reason, you are not com-
pletely satis�ed with our product, 
simply return it, freight collect, for a 
full refund or credit.  Please, ask for a 
return authorization for tracking 
purposes.

Prices
Prices are subject to change without 
notice.  Purchases are invoiced as 
priced on the date of original order.

Custom Products
Saf-T-Cart will be happy to customize 
an existing product or create a new 
product to meet your demands.  All 
custom products will incur special 
engineering fees.

Customer approval must be made, in 
writing, before actual production will 
begin.  Custom items are not 
included in Saf-T-Cart’s standard 
return policy.

Freight Terms
Contact Saf-T-Cart for current freight 
terms.

Catalog Illustrations
Non-Saf-T-Cart products shown 
within are used for illustration pur-
poses only.  Saf-T-Cart does not 
endorse any products.  All asterisks 
denote trademarks.
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simply return it, freight collect, for a full 

refund or credit.

No questions asked.
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Exceeding all OSHA speci�ed requirements.

The Only True Firewall in the 
Industry

Need a way to make your opera-
tion even safer?  Try Saf-T-Cart’s 
unique �rewall, a guaranteed way 
to keep you up and running at the 
highest safety standards.  This 
product cuts no corners;  it’s the 
only true �rewall that completely 
blocks the line of sight between 
your cylinders from top to bottom.

•As mandated by OSHA, all Saf-T-Cart 
�rewalls are a full 60” tall, completely 
obstructing the line of sight  from 
your oxygen cylinders to your fuel gas.
•Combines a steel shell and a Marinite I™ 
�reboard to meet OSHA’s 30 minute 
burn time speci�cation. 
•The Marinite I™ fireboard is 
waterproof.  These �rewalls are the only
ones in the industry that do not seperate
the cylinders with air.
•Certification papers and third-party
veri�cation available for your �les.
•Firewalls can be added to practically
 any product.  Just look for the �ame.

552-16-FW

The 552-16-FW is an ideal construc-
tion site cart.  Featuring a lockable 
toolbox, this cart will keep all of your 
equipment safely locked away while 
providing the essential �rewall 
protection you need. 600-10-FW

CR-550-FW

With a lifting eye rated to 
1,000 pounds, the CR-550-
FW makes it possible to put 
your cylinders where you 
need them with ease while 
maintaining OSHA-
mandated requirments.

STS-20-FW-2

Adding a �rewall to your next cage 
allows you to store your oxygen and 
acetylene cylinders together while 
satisfying the OSHA standard 1910.253.

Saf-T-Cart �rewalls can be 
sold individually as stand-
alone pieces for adding to 
existing carts.  Firewalls 
come in a variety of sizes, 
ranging in size from single-
cylinder to large, Saf-T-Cage 
sized �rewalls.

401-14-FW

Firewall Construction:  Designed 
for Strength and Safety
Like all Saf-T-Cart products, our 
�rewalls are designed for function-
ality and durability.  Heavy duty 
steel combines with a Marinite I™ 
�reboard to provide you with the 
best �re protection for your cutting 
out�t.

•The 14 ga. sheet metal sides are crimped 
to provide extra strength, providing an 
exceptionally strong frame.
•Utilizes a 1/2” spacing on each side of 
the �reboard to create a chimney e�ect, 
sweeping heat up and out of the �rewall, 
further protecting your cylinders.

The 600-10-FW is designed to navi-
gate the narrow con�nes of auto 
shops and power plants, putting you 
and your cutting equipment where it 
needs to be with ease.  The
simple addition of a �rewall
keeps your cutting out�t 
OSHA compliant.

The 401-14-FW is ideally 
suited for worksites where 
easy mobility is important.  
The addition of a �rewall 
makes it possible to store 
your cutting out�t as is, 
rather than spending time, 
and money, breaking it 
down.

1 2
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B-Tote and Nitro-40
The B-Tote (left) is designed to be an easily portable stand for B cylinders by combining a 
stable baseplate with an ergonomically designed handle.  A removable handle facilitates 
easy cylinder loading while safely securing the load.  The Nitro-40 (right) is designed to 
carry a single 20 lb. nitrous oxide cylinder while also serving as a functional stand.  It secures 
its load with an alligator clip strap, safely attaching cylinders to its stable base.

B-Tote    Nitro-40
Baseplate: 9” x 9“   Baseplate:  9” x 9“
Height:  27”   Height:  27“
Width:  9”   Width:  8“
Weight: 8 lbs.   Weight:  6 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  7.25”  Cylinder capacity:  7.25”

20-10/40-10 Tote
Following in the footsteps of the 800 series , this tote is designed to carry small, lightweight 
cylinders quickly and serve as a functional stand when in place. 

20-10    40-10
Baseplate: 6” x 10”  Baseplate:  6“ x 10”
Height:  28”   Height:  28“
Width:  12”   Width:  12“
Weight: 14 lbs   Weight:  14 lbs.
Cylinder capcity: 10”  Cylinder capacity: 10”

800-6T
Intended for small shops and home use, the 800-6T is designed to be an a�ordable, home-
based unit.  The 800-6T features a new, ergonomically designed handle.  Also available 
without a toolbox;  just ask for the 800-6.  This cart rolls on two 6” plastic wheels.

800-6T   800-6    
Baseplate:  8” x 15“ Baseplate:  8” x 15“
Height:  42”  Height:  42”    
Width:  19“  Width:  19“ 
Weight:  18 lbs.  Weight:  17 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-2A  Wheels:  SC-2A 
Cylinder capacity:  15” Cylinder capacity:  15”

810-6
The 810-6 is a light duty cart designed to carry small oxygen and acetylene cylinders.  This 
cart comes standard with a lower band for attaching smaller cylinders securely using 
Saf-T-Cart’s unique cylinder-retaining clamp and rolls �at free on 6” steel-hubbed semi-
pneumatic wheels, complete with ball bearings.
    
Baseplate:  8” x 16“  
Height:  42”   
Width:  22“   
Weight:  21 lbs. 
Wheels:  SC-2
Cylinder capacity:  16”

20 lb. 
Nitrous
Oxide

B
Cylinder

Oxygen Acetylene

80 cf. 75 cf.

Oxygen Acetylene

80 cf. 75 cf.

MC MC
20 cf.
Oxygen

40 cf.
Oxygen

The 554-30-FW adds a 
�rewall to compliment its 
30” auto tires to provide you 
with superior �rewall protec-
tion while traveling over 
rough terrain with ease.

The addition of a �rewall 
gives the 403-20-FW excel-
lent �rewall protection while 
its 20” steel tires provide 
hassle-free service.

The 4L-100-FW makes it easy 
to move and store cylinders 
while staying OSHA compli-
ant.

The 552-16-FW-FL adds 
forklift stirrups to maximize 
mobility while providing 
excellent �rewall protection.

A �rewall combines with a 7 
gauge steel hood to give 
�rewall protection while 
protecting your regulators 
and valves from falling 
objects.

3
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820-8
Designed to carry medium sized oxygen and acetylene cylinders, the 820-8 uses a steel 
cylinder retaining clamp to secure its load.  This cart rolls smoothly on 8" semi-pneumatic, 
steel-hubbed wheels, keeping you �at free.
    
Baseplate:  10“ x 19”   
Height:  45”   
Width:  25”   
Weight:  27 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-5
Cylinder capacity:  19”

820-10
The 820-10 is designed to carry medium sized oxygen and acetylene cylinders.  This cart 
utilizes a steel cylinder retaining clamp to secure its load.  This cart rolls on twin 10" x 2.75” 
semi-pneumatic wheels, keeping your operation up and running �at free, eliminating 
expensive  downtime.
    
Baseplate:  10“ x 19”   
Height:  45”   
Width:  27”   
Weight:  32 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-8
Cylinder capacity:  19”

5 6

860-14
The 860-14 is designed to carry a large oxygen and a medium acetylene cylinder. This cart 
rolls on two 14" semi-pneumatic wheels, keeping you running �at free.  The 860-14 uses a 
safety chain to secure its load.

Baseplate:  12“ x 21”   
Height:  42”   
Width:  27”   
Weight:  43 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-10
Cylinder capacity:  20”  

861-16
Designed for rough terrain, the 861-16 carries a large oxygen and a medium acetylene 
cylinder easily and e�ciently.  Its large, 16” pneumatic tires roll over rough terrrain with 
ease, making it suitable for construction sites or anywhere the terrain is suspect.

Baseplate:  12“ x 21”   
Height:  42”   
Width:  21”   
Weight:  46 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-11
Cylinder capacity:  20”   

830-8
Featuring an ergonomically designed T-handle, the 830-8 carries medium sized oxygen and 
acetylene cylinders.  Built for stability, this cart is designed around a one-piece, 14 gauge 
sheet metal frame, folded up to secure cylinders in place.  This cart rolls on two 8" semi-
pneumatic, steel-hubbed wheels, guaranteed to keep you running �at free.  
  
Baseplate:   8“ x 17.5”   
Height:  44”   
Width:  22”   
Weight:  28 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-5
Cylinder capacity:  17.5”  

822-10
Designed for light duty, the 822-10 carries medium oxygen and acetlene cylinders, securing  
its load with a steel cylinder retaining clamp.  The cart rolls on two 10" polyole�n wheels, 
keeping you up and running, �at free.

Baseplate:  10“ x 19”   
Height:  45”   
Width:  27”   
Weight:  27 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-7
Cylinder capacity:  19”  

821-10
Designed to work on rougher terrain than the rest of the medium to small 800 series carts, 
the 821-10 carries medium sized oxygen and acetylene cylinders, utilizing a steel cylinder 
retaining clamp to secure its load.  It rolls smoothly on two 10" pneumatic wheels (with 
no-�at additive), guaranteeing smooth travel over rough terrain.

Baseplate:  10“ x 19”   
Height:  45”   
Width:  30”   
Weight:  29 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-9A 
Cylinder capacity:  19” 

935-8S, 935-8P
Built with an ergonomically designed T-handle, the 935-8S carries medium oxygen and 
acetylene cylilnders.  Its 8” steel-hubbed, semi-pneumatic wheels carry this cart easily and 
keep it running �at free.

935-8S   935-8P
Baseplate:  8“ x 18” Baseplate:  8“ x 18”   
Height:  45”  Height:  45” 
Width:  21”  Width:  21”
Weight:  27 lbs.  Weight:  27 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-5  Wheels:  SC-4
Cylinder capacity:  17” Cylinder capacity:  17”

Oxygen Acetylene

125 cf. 130 cf.

Oxygen Acetylene

125 cf. 130 cf.

Oxygen Acetylene

250 cf. 130 cf.

Oxygen Acetylene

250 cf. 130 cf.

Oxygen Acetylene

125-
300 cf. 130 cf.

Oxygen Acetylene

125-
300 cf. 130 cf.

Oxygen Acetylene

125-
250 cf.

130 cf.

Oxygen Acetylene

125-
250 cf.

130 cf.
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600-10, 601-10
Intended for auto shops, power plants and other narrow environments, the 600-10 carries a 
large oxygen and medium acetylene cylinder, carrying them front to back rather than the 
traditional side to side method.  This two-tiered design ensures easy maneuverability 
through the tightest spots.  Also available with a �rewall;  just ask for the 600-10FW.

600-10    601-10
Baseplate:  10” ea.  Baseplate:  10“ ea.
Height:  50”   Height:  50“
Width:  19”   Width:  21“
Weight:  42 lbs.   Weight:  38 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-8   Wheels:  SC-9A
Cylinder capacity:  9.5” ea.  Cylinder capacity:  9.5” ea.

870-14
Designed for larger operations, the 870-14 is designed to carry large oxygen and acetylene 
cylinders quickly and easily.  Its 14” semi-pneumatic wheels will keep you running �at-free, 
ensuring e�cient operations.

Baseplate:  13“ x 24”   
Height:  44”   
Width:  30”   
Weight:  46 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-10
Cylinder capacity:  23”

873-20
Featuring 20" steel wheels, the 873-20 is guaranteed to keep you running �at-free while 
carrying large oxygen and acetylene cylinders with ease.  In addition to providing �at-free 
service, the 873-20’s large steel wheels provide an excellent pivot point for controlling large 
loads.

Baseplate:  13“ x 24”   
Height:  44”   
Width:  33”   
Weight:  64 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-13
Cylinder capacity:  23”

873-24
An extension of the 873-20, the 873-24 features 24” steel wheels to provide an excellent 
pivot point, carrying large oxygen and acetylene cylinders with ease.

Baseplate:  13“ x 24”   
Height:  44”   
Width:  33“   
Weight:  66 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-15
Cylinder capacity:  23”

401-14
One of the original uniframe Saf-T-Carts, the 401-14 has long been a cylinder-toting 
workhorse.  This cart carries large oxygen and acetylene cylinders with ease using two 14” 
semi-pneumatic wheels, guaranteed to keep you running �at free.  Also available with a 
�rewall;  just ask for the 401-14FW.  Available with a permaclamp on request.

Baseplate:  13“ x 24”   
Height:  46”   
Width:  31“   
Weight:  55 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-10
Cylinder capacity:  24”

863-24
An extension of the 863-20, the 863-24 features 24” steel wheels to provide an easy pivot 
point, carrying a large oxygen and a medium acetylene cylinder easily and e�ciently.

Baseplate:  12“ x 21”   
Height:  42”   
Width:  31”   
Weight:  61 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-15
Cylinder capacity:  20”   

871-16
Designed for rough terrain, the 871-16 is capable of carrying large oxygen and acetylene 
cylinders, securing them with a safety chain.  Its 16” pneumatic tires, with no-�at additive, 
allow this cart to carry heavy cylinders over rough ground with ease.

Baseplate:  13“ x 24”   
Height:  44”   
Width:  35”   
Weight:  48 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-11
Cylinder capacity:  23”

863-20
Featuring 20" steel wheels, the 863-20 is guaranteed to keep you running �at-free while 
carrying large oxygen and medium acetylene cylinders with ease.  In addition to providing 
�at-free service, the large steel wheels provide an excellent pivot point for controlling large 
loads.

Baseplate:  12“ x 21”   
Height:  42”   
Width:  31”   
Weight:  59 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-13
Cylinder capacity:  20”

Oxygen Acetylene

125-
300 cf. 130 cf.

Oxygen Acetylene

125-
300 cf.

130 cf.

Oxygen Acetylene

125-
300 cf. 130 cf.

Oxygen Acetylene

250-
300 cf.

130-
300 cf.

Oxygen Acetylene

250-
300 cf.

130-
300 cf.

Oxygen Acetylene

250-
300 cf.

130-
300 cf.

Oxygen Acetylene

250-
300 cf.

130-
300 cf.

Oxygen Acetylene

250-
300 cf.

130-
300 cf.
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403-20
Using sturdy, 20” steel wheels the 403-20 is guaranteed to keep your operation up and 
running, �at-free, carrying large oxygen and acetylene cylinders with ease.  Also available 
with a �rewall;  just ask for the 403-20FW.  Available with a permaclamp on request.

Baseplate:  13“ x 24”   
Height:  46”   
Width:  33”   
Weight:  66 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-13
Cylinder capacity:  24”  

403-24
Building on the 403-20, the 403-24 adds four extra inches to its steel wheels, providing a 
higher pivot point for manipulating heavy loads.  Like the 403-20, the 403-24 carries large 
oxygen and acetylene cylinders and is available with a �rewall;  just ask for the 403-24FW.  
Available with a permaclamp on request.

Baseplate:  13” x 24”  
Height:  46”   
Width:  33”   
Weight:  68 lbs.   
Wheels:  SC-15    
Cylinder capacity:  24”

502-16
Featuring a lockable tookbox, permaclamps and hose wraps, the 502-16 is perfect for sites 
where security is an issue.  The 16” pneumatic no-�at wheels roll over the roughest terrain 
with ease, making it ideal for rough construction sites.  Also available with a �rewall;  just 
ask for the 502-16FW.  

Baseplate:  13“ x 24”   
Height:  46”   
Width:  35”   
Weight:  69 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-11

552-16
Building on industrial foundations of the 502-16, the 552-16 adds a lifting eye (rated to 
1,000 lbs.), making it perfect for larger construction and industrial sites where lifting 
cylinders is necessary.  16” pneumatic no-�at wheels complete the heavy duty design, 
enabling it to roll over the roughest ground with ease.  This cart uses two 1/4” steel perma-
clamps to secure the cylinders.  Also available with a �rewall;  just ask for the 552-16FW.  

Baseplate:  13“ x 24”   
Height:  62”   
Width:  35”   
Weight:  77 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-11
Cylinder capacity:  24” 
Lifting Eye:  1,000 lbs.

402-16
Designed for rough terrain, the 402-16 is great for all around use.  The 402-16 carries large 
oxygen and acetylene cylinders over everything from smooth plant �oors to the rough 
ground of construction sites thanks to its two 16” pneumatic wheels (with no-�at additive).  
Also available with a �rewall;  just ask for the 402-16FW.  Available with a permaclamp on 
request.

Baseplate:  13“ x 24”   
Height:  46”   
Width:  35”   
Weight:  55 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-11

504-30
Expanding on the 502-16, the 504-30 adds beefy 5.30 x 12 auto tires, including a full length 
spindle, to ensure easy maneuverability over the roughest terrain.  This cart has the same 
lockable toolbox as the 502-16 and also carries large oxygen and acetylene cylinders.  Also 
alvailable with a �rewall;  just ask for the 504-30FW.  Comes with a permaclamp for securing 
cylinders.

Baseplate:  13“ x 24”   
Height:  46”   
Width:  40”   
Weight:  114 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-12

503-24
The 503-24 features two 24” steel wheels.  Virtually indestructable, these steel wheels will 
keep your operation up and running no matter what.  Also alvailable with a �rewall;  just ask 
for the 503-24FW.  Comes with a permaclamp for securing cylinders.

Baseplate:  13“ x 24”   
Height:  46”   
Width:  34   
Weight:  86 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-15
Cylinder capacity:  24”   

503-20
The 503-20 features heavy duty steel wheels designed to keep your cart �at free no matter 
how much abuse you throw at it.  This cart has the same lockable toolbox as the 502-16 and 
also carries large oxygen and acetylene cylinders.  Also alvailable with a �rewall;  just ask for 
the 503-20FW.  Comes with a permaclamp for securing cylinders.

Baseplate:  13“ x 24”   
Height:  46”   
Width:  34”   
Weight:  84 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-13
Cylinder capacity:  24”   

Oxygen Acetylene

250-
300 cf.

130-
300 cf.

Oxygen Acetylene

250-
300 cf.

130-
300 cf.

Oxygen Acetylene

250-
300 cf.

130-
300 cf.

Oxygen Acetylene

250-
300 cf.

130-
300 cf.

Oxygen Acetylene

250-
300 cf.

130-
300 cf.

Oxygen Acetylene

250-
300 cf.

130-
300 cf.

Oxygen Acetylene

250-
300 cf.

130-
300 cf.

Oxygen Acetylene

250-
300 cf.

130-
300 cf.
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552-16H-FW
Designed for areas such as outdoor construction sites, where falling objects are a major 
concern, Saf-T-Cart o�ers the “Hood Cart,” made with a 7 gauge top to protect your 
cylinders and regulators.  The 552-16H-FW features a lockable toolbox, making it perfect for 
construction sites where security is a concern.  Using 16” pneumatic no-�at tires, it rolls 
easily over rough terrain and comes standard with hose wraps and a lifting eye.  This cart 
utilizes two 3/8” permaclamps to secure cylinders.  Also available without a �rewall;  just ask 
for the 552-16H.  Available with a variety of wheel con�gurations.  

Baseplate:  13“ x 24”   
Height:  75”   
Width:  38”   
Weight:  182 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-11
Cylinder capacity:  24”
Lifting eye:  1,000 lbs.

554-30
Expanding on the design of the 552-16, the 554-30 brings large auto tires to the table, 
allowing you to manipulate heavy loads over the most di�cult terrain.  Featuring a lockable 
toolbox, hose wraps and a lifting eye, this cart is ideal for construction and industrial sites 
This cart utilizes two 1/4” permaclamps to secure cylinders.  Also available with a �rewall;  
just ask for the 554-30-FW. 

Baseplate:  13“ x 24”   
Height:  62”   
Width:  40”   
Weight:  122 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-12
Cylinder capacity:  24”
Lifting eye:  1,000 lbs.

12

553-20
In keeping with the heavy-duty theme of the 500 series, the 553-20 adds 20” steel wheels to 
the lockable toolbox and strong lifting eye.  As a result, this cart is guaranteed to keep your 
roughest operations up and running.  Also available with a �rewall;  just ask for the 
553-20FW.  Comes with permaclamps for securing cylinders.

Baseplate:  13“ x 24”   
Height:  62”   
Width:  35”   
Weight:  88 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-13
Cylinder capacity:  24”
Lifting eye:  1,000 lbs.

553-24
Like the 553-20, the 553-24 brings large steel wheels to the table.  This cart uses 24” steel 
wheels to carry large oxygen and acetylene cylinders �at free, ensuring continuous opera-
tion from this cart.  Also available with a �rewall;  just ask for the 553-24FW.  Comes with 
permaclamps for securing cylinders.

Baseplate:  13“ x 24”   
Height:  62”   
Width:  35“   
Weight:  90 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-15
Cylinder capacity:  24” 
Lifting eye:  1,000 lbs.  

Oxygen Acetylene

250-
300 cf.

130-
300 cf.

Oxygen Acetylene

250-
300 cf.

130-
300 cf.

Oxygen Acetylene

250-
300 cf.

130-
300 cf.

Oxygen Acetylene

250-
300 cf.

130-
300 cf.

600-10-FW
The 600-10 adds a �rewall to give you superior protection in the narrow con�nes of auto 
shops and power plants.  It carries a large oxygen and medium acetylene cylinder, carrying 
them front to back rather than the traditional side to side method.  This two-tiered design 
ensures easy maneuverability through the tightest spots.

Baseplate:  10” ea.
Height:  62”
Width:  19”
Weight:  95 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-8
Cylinder capacity:  9.5” ea. 

Oxygen Acetylene

125-
300 cf. 130 cf.

402-16-FW
The 402-16-FW combines a �rewall with the dependability of our 400 series carts to provide 
you with the protection you need.  The 402-16-FW carries large oxygen and acetylene 
cylinders over everything from smooth plant �oors to the rough ground of construction 
sites thanks to its two 16” pneumatic wheels (with no-�at additive).  Available with a 
permaclamp on request.

Baseplate:  13“ x 24”   
Height:  62”   
Width:  35”   
Weight:  108 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-11
Cylinder capacity:  24”   

403-20-FW
Using a quality �rewall, the 403-20 carryies large oxygen and acetylene cylinders side by 
side while eliminating the need to seperate the cylinders for extended storage.  Also 
available with a �rewall;  just ask for the 403-20FW.  Available with a permaclamp on 
request.

Baseplate:  13“ x 24”   
Height:  62”   
Width:  33”   
Weight:  119 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-13
Cylinder capacity:  24”  

Oxygen Acetylene

250-
300 cf. 130 cf.

Oxygen Acetylene

125-
300 cf. 130 cf.

613-10-FW
The 613-10-FW uses a �rewall and a larger frame transport large oxygen and aceytylene 
cylinders through the same narrow con�nes of auto shops and power plants as the 600-10-
FW.  Its �rewall allows you to store those same cylinders together, eliminating the need to 
break down your setup everyday.

Baseplate:  13” x 12“, 13” x 9
Height:  62”
Width:  22”
Weight:  95 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-8
Cylinder capacity:  12” 

Oxygen Acetylene

250-
300 cf. 130 cf.
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FW.  Its �rewall allows you to store those same cylinders together, eliminating the need to 
break down your setup everyday.

Baseplate:  13” x 12“, 13” x 9
Height:  62”
Width:  22”
Weight:  95 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-8
Cylinder capacity:  12” 

Oxygen Acetylene

250-
300 cf. 130 cf.



554-30T-FW
The 554-30T-FW utilizes a trailer hitch and large auto tires to make transportation over the 
roughest terrain a cinch.  Just specify the hitch for your application and this cart ships ready 
to be pulled behind any truck or ATV (o�-road and 10 mph only).  The 554-30T-FW features 
a lockable toolbox, making it perfect for construction sites where security is a concern.  
Comes standard with a lifting eye and hose wraps.  Also available without a �rewall;  just ask 
for the 554-30T.
    
Baseplate:  13” x 24”  
Height:  62”   
Width:  40”   
Weight:  230 lbs.   
Wheels:  SC-12    
Cylinder capacity:  24” 
Lifting eye:  1,000 lbs.  

1324 IIE
Designed to secure your entire cutting unit, the 1324 IIE is the original Saf-T-Cart.  Its 
lockable cabinet allows regulators, torches and tips to become a part of the unit and secures 
them with a lockable door, eliminating the need to break down and reinstall the unit daily, 
saving you time and money.  Comes standard with a lifting eye, permaclamps, pigtails, 
oxygen and fuel gas �ttings.  Also available with a �rewall;  just ask for the 1324 II-FW.

Baseplate:  13“ x 24”   
Height:  62”   
Width:  35”   
Weight:  115 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-11
Cylinder capacity:  24”
Lifting eye:  1,000 lbs.

The cabinet on 
the 1324 IIE is 
designed for 
easy set up.  All 
you have to do 
is add the 
cutting out�t 
and regulators 
and you’re on 
your way.

Oxygen Acetylene

250-
300 cf.

130-
300 cf.

Oxygen Acetylene

250-
300 cf.

130-
300 cf.
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Oxygen Acetylene

250-
300 cf. 130 cf.

552-16-FW
The 552-16 adds a �rewall to provide you with the protection you need to keep your 
operation safe.  16” pneumatic no-�at wheels complete the heavy duty design, enabling it 
to roll over the roughest ground with ease.  This cart uses two 1/4” steel permaclamps to 
secure the cylinders.

Baseplate:  13“ x 24”   
Height:  62”   
Width:  35”   
Weight:  130 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-11
Cylinder capacity:  24” 
Lifting Eye:  1,000 lbs.

552-16-FW-FL
In addition to quality �rewall protection, the 552-16-FW-FL adds forklift stirrups to make 
transporting your cutting out�t even easier.  With a full-length �rewall and forklift stirrups, 
this cart is perfect for rugged construction sites.

Baseplate:  13“ x 24”   
Height:  62”   
Width:  339”   
Weight:  161 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-11
Cylinder capacity:  24” 
Lifting Eye:  1,000 lbs.

553-24-FW
The addition of a �rewall allows you to store and transport large oxygen and acetylene 
cylinders on the 553-24 without the need to break down your cutting out�t for extended 
storage.  This cart uses 24” steel wheels to carry large oxygen and acetylene cylinders �at 
free, ensuring continuous operation from this cart.  Comes with permaclamps for securing 
cylinders.

Baseplate:  13“ x 24”   
Height:  62”   
Width:  35“   
Weight:  143 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-15
Cylinder capacity:  24” 
Lifting eye:  1,000 lbs.  

554-30-FW
The 554-30-FW adds �rewall protection to its beefy auto tires to provide the safety you 
need while simultaneously allowing you to navigate the roughest terrain with ease.  
Featuring a lockable toolbox, hose wraps and a lifting eye, this cart is ideal for construction 
and industrial sites This cart utilizes two 1/4” permaclamps to secure cylinders. 

Baseplate:  13“ x 24”   
Height:  62”   
Width:  40”   
Weight:  175 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-12
Cylinder capacity:  24”
Lifting eye:  1,000 lbs.

Oxygen Acetylene

250-
300 cf. 130 cf.

Oxygen Acetylene

250-
300 cf. 130 cf.

Oxygen Acetylene

250-
300 cf. 130 cf.



554-30T-FW
The 554-30T-FW utilizes a trailer hitch and large auto tires to make transportation over the 
roughest terrain a cinch.  Just specify the hitch for your application and this cart ships ready 
to be pulled behind any truck or ATV (o�-road and 10 mph only).  The 554-30T-FW features 
a lockable toolbox, making it perfect for construction sites where security is a concern.  
Comes standard with a lifting eye and hose wraps.  Also available without a �rewall;  just ask 
for the 554-30T.
    
Baseplate:  13” x 24”  
Height:  62”   
Width:  40”   
Weight:  230 lbs.   
Wheels:  SC-12    
Cylinder capacity:  24” 
Lifting eye:  1,000 lbs.  

1324 IIE
Designed to secure your entire cutting unit, the 1324 IIE is the original Saf-T-Cart.  Its 
lockable cabinet allows regulators, torches and tips to become a part of the unit and secures 
them with a lockable door, eliminating the need to break down and reinstall the unit daily, 
saving you time and money.  Comes standard with a lifting eye, permaclamps, pigtails, 
oxygen and fuel gas �ttings.  Also available with a �rewall;  just ask for the 1324 II-FW.

Baseplate:  13“ x 24”   
Height:  62”   
Width:  35”   
Weight:  115 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-11
Cylinder capacity:  24”
Lifting eye:  1,000 lbs.

The cabinet on 
the 1324 IIE is 
designed for 
easy set up.  All 
you have to do 
is add the 
cutting out�t 
and regulators 
and you’re on 
your way.

Oxygen Acetylene

250-
300 cf.

130-
300 cf.

Oxygen Acetylene

250-
300 cf.

130-
300 cf.
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Oxygen Acetylene

250-
300 cf. 130 cf.

552-16-FW
The 552-16 adds a �rewall to provide you with the protection you need to keep your 
operation safe.  16” pneumatic no-�at wheels complete the heavy duty design, enabling it 
to roll over the roughest ground with ease.  This cart uses two 1/4” steel permaclamps to 
secure the cylinders.

Baseplate:  13“ x 24”   
Height:  62”   
Width:  35”   
Weight:  130 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-11
Cylinder capacity:  24” 
Lifting Eye:  1,000 lbs.

552-16-FW-FL
In addition to quality �rewall protection, the 552-16-FW-FL adds forklift stirrups to make 
transporting your cutting out�t even easier.  With a full-length �rewall and forklift stirrups, 
this cart is perfect for rugged construction sites.

Baseplate:  13“ x 24”   
Height:  62”   
Width:  339”   
Weight:  161 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-11
Cylinder capacity:  24” 
Lifting Eye:  1,000 lbs.

553-24-FW
The addition of a �rewall allows you to store and transport large oxygen and acetylene 
cylinders on the 553-24 without the need to break down your cutting out�t for extended 
storage.  This cart uses 24” steel wheels to carry large oxygen and acetylene cylinders �at 
free, ensuring continuous operation from this cart.  Comes with permaclamps for securing 
cylinders.

Baseplate:  13“ x 24”   
Height:  62”   
Width:  35“   
Weight:  143 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-15
Cylinder capacity:  24” 
Lifting eye:  1,000 lbs.  

554-30-FW
The 554-30-FW adds �rewall protection to its beefy auto tires to provide the safety you 
need while simultaneously allowing you to navigate the roughest terrain with ease.  
Featuring a lockable toolbox, hose wraps and a lifting eye, this cart is ideal for construction 
and industrial sites This cart utilizes two 1/4” permaclamps to secure cylinders. 

Baseplate:  13“ x 24”   
Height:  62”   
Width:  40”   
Weight:  175 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-12
Cylinder capacity:  24”
Lifting eye:  1,000 lbs.

Oxygen Acetylene

250-
300 cf. 130 cf.

Oxygen Acetylene

250-
300 cf. 130 cf.

Oxygen Acetylene

250-
300 cf. 130 cf.



250-2
Built on the same frame as the 250, the 250-2 brings a double trailwheel to the table, 
making transporting a single high-pressure cylinder even easier.  Using the same 8” semi-
pneumatic wheels as the 250, the 250-2 adds two 3” polyurethane casters to ensure quiet 
perfomance for hospitals and labs.
    
Baseplate:  14“ x 6”
Height:  49”   
Width:  18”   
Weight:  29 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-5, 100351 (casters)
Cylinder capacity:  9.5” 
Strap:  STP-42  

730-12, 730-12F
Designed for versatility, the 730-12 functions as either a double high-pressure, a single 
liquid cylinder or a hard goods delivery cart using two 12” 4-ply, pneumatic wheels and a 
single 10” swivel caster for easy mobility.  Because it eliminates the need for multiple 
delivery carts, the 730-12 is perfect for use on route trucks.  Also available with a folding 
trailwheel for a smaller footprint on the truck; just ask for the 730-12F.

730-12, 730-12F
Baseplate:  9“ x 21”   
Height:  53”   
Width:  32”   
Weight:  115 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-34, SC-36 (caster)
Cylinder capacity:  21”
Strap:  STP-45
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750-10, 751-10
The 750-10 is designed to carry a single high-pressure cylinder in a variety of environments 
using 10” semi-pneumatic wheels to ensure continuous, �at-free operation.  Due to the 
sturdy bracing between the wheels and the frame, the 750-10 is suited for heavy use in the 
toughest situations.  For �at-free pneumatic wheels, ask for the 751-10.  Available with a 
lifting eye;  the 750-10-LE.

750-10 (751-10)  750-10-LE
Baseplate:  6“ x 14” Baseplate:  6“x 14.5  
Height:  49”  Height:  62“
Width:  19”  Width:  19“
Weight:  33 lbs.  Weight:  46 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-8 (SC-9A) Wheels:  SC-8
Cylinder capacity:  9.5” Cylinder capacity:  9.5”

780-10, 780-10-AL
Designed for a fast-paced work environment, the 780-10 is ideal for the quick loading and 
movment of two high-pressure cylinders in dock and shop environments, thanks to its easy 
access baseplate.  Comes standard with no-�at 10” wheels to guarantee no hassle produc-
tivity.  Also available with aluminum-hubbed wheels;  just ask for the 780-10-AL.  Excellent 
for route trucks.

780-10   780-10-AL
Baseplate: 21“ x 5” Baseplate:  21“ x 5” 
Height:  49”  Height:  49“
Width:  23”  Width:  23“
Weight:  64 lbs.  Weight:  64 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-9  Wheels:  SC-33
Cylinder capacity:  23” Cylinder Capacity:  23”

780-10W, 780-10W-AL
Intended for the same fast-paced environment as the 780-10, the 780-10W features a wider 
frame and baseplate, designed to carry three medium or two large acetylene cylinders.  
Comes standard with the same no-�at wheels to keep your opereation running smoothly.  
Also available with aluminum hubbed wheels;  just ask for the 780-10W-AL.

780-10W  780-10W-AL
Baseplate:  25“ x 5” Baseplate:  25“ x 5”  
Height:  49”  Height:  49”
Width:  28“  Width:  28”
Weight:  68 lbs.  Weight:  68 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-9  Wheels:  SC-33
Cylinder capacity:  28” Cylinder capacity:  28”

250-0
Designed to deliver a single high-pressure cylinder to a broad range of environments, 
utilizing 8” semi-pneumatic wheels, the 250 is perfect for quick deliveries to hospitals, labs 
or anywhere else a single cylinder is needed.
  
Baseplate:  14“ x 6”
Height:  49”   
Width:  18”   
Weight:  22 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-5
Cylinder capacity:  9.5”
Strap:  STP-42

750-20, 751-20
An ideal dock cart, the 750-20 carries two high-pressure cylinders with ease, using two 10” 
semi-pneumatic wheels to keep you running �at free.  Additional bracing makes the sturdy 
cart even more stable in the toughest conditions while 10” semi-pneumatic wheels keep 
you running �at-free.  For �at-free, pneumatic wheels, ask for the 751-20.  Also available 
with trailwheels:  the 750-20-2 or the 751-20-2 for pneumatic wheels.

750-20   751-20
Baseplate:  9“ x 17” Baseplate:  9“ x 17”   
Height:  49”  Height:  49” 
Width:  20”  Width:  22” 
Weight:  28 lbs.  Weight:  284 lbs.
Wheel:  SC-8  Wheels:  SC-9A
Cylinder capacity:  19” Cylinder capacity:  19”  

Oxygen

730-12

730-12-F

750-10
750-10-LE

Oxygen

250 cf.

250 cf.

Oxygen Liquid

2 x 
300 cf.

1 x
180-
200 L.

or

Oxygen

250 cf.

Acetylene Acetyelene

3 x 
132 cf.

2 x
300 cf.or

Oxygen

2 x 
300 cf.

Oxygen

250 cf.

7-900-4P, 7325-S
Saf-T-Cart’s propane cart, the 7-900-4P is designed to carry large propane tanks with ease.  
It’s unique design cuts on weight and materials, saving you on both e�ciency and costs.  A 
safety chain secures the load while pneumatic wheels (with no-�at additive) keep you up 
and running �at free, ensuring continuous operation from the cart.  The 7325-S is designed 
to carry slightly smaller propane tanks.

7-900-4P  7325-S
Baseplate:  N/A  Baseplate:  N/A
Height:  55”  Height:  51”
Width:  29“  Width:  25” 
Weight:  51 lbs.  Weight:  30 lbs.
Wheels:  101222  Wheels:  101222

7325-S 7-900-4P

750-20-2
750-20



250-2
Built on the same frame as the 250, the 250-2 brings a double trailwheel to the table, 
making transporting a single high-pressure cylinder even easier.  Using the same 8” semi-
pneumatic wheels as the 250, the 250-2 adds two 3” polyurethane casters to ensure quiet 
perfomance for hospitals and labs.
    
Baseplate:  14“ x 6”
Height:  49”   
Width:  18”   
Weight:  29 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-5, 100351 (casters)
Cylinder capacity:  9.5” 
Strap:  STP-42  

730-12, 730-12F
Designed for versatility, the 730-12 functions as either a double high-pressure, a single 
liquid cylinder or a hard goods delivery cart using two 12” 4-ply, pneumatic wheels and a 
single 10” swivel caster for easy mobility.  Because it eliminates the need for multiple 
delivery carts, the 730-12 is perfect for use on route trucks.  Also available with a folding 
trailwheel for a smaller footprint on the truck; just ask for the 730-12F.

730-12, 730-12F
Baseplate:  9“ x 21”   
Height:  53”   
Width:  32”   
Weight:  115 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-34, SC-36 (caster)
Cylinder capacity:  21”
Strap:  STP-45
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750-10, 751-10
The 750-10 is designed to carry a single high-pressure cylinder in a variety of environments 
using 10” semi-pneumatic wheels to ensure continuous, �at-free operation.  Due to the 
sturdy bracing between the wheels and the frame, the 750-10 is suited for heavy use in the 
toughest situations.  For �at-free pneumatic wheels, ask for the 751-10.  Available with a 
lifting eye;  the 750-10-LE.

750-10 (751-10)  750-10-LE
Baseplate:  6“ x 14” Baseplate:  6“x 14.5  
Height:  49”  Height:  62“
Width:  19”  Width:  19“
Weight:  33 lbs.  Weight:  46 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-8 (SC-9A) Wheels:  SC-8
Cylinder capacity:  9.5” Cylinder capacity:  9.5”

780-10, 780-10-AL
Designed for a fast-paced work environment, the 780-10 is ideal for the quick loading and 
movment of two high-pressure cylinders in dock and shop environments, thanks to its easy 
access baseplate.  Comes standard with no-�at 10” wheels to guarantee no hassle produc-
tivity.  Also available with aluminum-hubbed wheels;  just ask for the 780-10-AL.  Excellent 
for route trucks.

780-10   780-10-AL
Baseplate: 21“ x 5” Baseplate:  21“ x 5” 
Height:  49”  Height:  49“
Width:  23”  Width:  23“
Weight:  64 lbs.  Weight:  64 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-9  Wheels:  SC-33
Cylinder capacity:  23” Cylinder Capacity:  23”

780-10W, 780-10W-AL
Intended for the same fast-paced environment as the 780-10, the 780-10W features a wider 
frame and baseplate, designed to carry three medium or two large acetylene cylinders.  
Comes standard with the same no-�at wheels to keep your opereation running smoothly.  
Also available with aluminum hubbed wheels;  just ask for the 780-10W-AL.

780-10W  780-10W-AL
Baseplate:  25“ x 5” Baseplate:  25“ x 5”  
Height:  49”  Height:  49”
Width:  28“  Width:  28”
Weight:  68 lbs.  Weight:  68 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-9  Wheels:  SC-33
Cylinder capacity:  28” Cylinder capacity:  28”

250-0
Designed to deliver a single high-pressure cylinder to a broad range of environments, 
utilizing 8” semi-pneumatic wheels, the 250 is perfect for quick deliveries to hospitals, labs 
or anywhere else a single cylinder is needed.
  
Baseplate:  14“ x 6”
Height:  49”   
Width:  18”   
Weight:  22 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-5
Cylinder capacity:  9.5”
Strap:  STP-42

750-20, 751-20
An ideal dock cart, the 750-20 carries two high-pressure cylinders with ease, using two 10” 
semi-pneumatic wheels to keep you running �at free.  Additional bracing makes the sturdy 
cart even more stable in the toughest conditions while 10” semi-pneumatic wheels keep 
you running �at-free.  For �at-free, pneumatic wheels, ask for the 751-20.  Also available 
with trailwheels:  the 750-20-2 or the 751-20-2 for pneumatic wheels.

750-20   751-20
Baseplate:  9“ x 17” Baseplate:  9“ x 17”   
Height:  49”  Height:  49” 
Width:  20”  Width:  22” 
Weight:  28 lbs.  Weight:  284 lbs.
Wheel:  SC-8  Wheels:  SC-9A
Cylinder capacity:  19” Cylinder capacity:  19”  

Oxygen

730-12

730-12-F

750-10
750-10-LE

Oxygen

250 cf.

250 cf.

Oxygen Liquid

2 x 
300 cf.

1 x
180-
200 L.

or

Oxygen

250 cf.

Acetylene Acetyelene

3 x 
132 cf.

2 x
300 cf.or

Oxygen

2 x 
300 cf.

Oxygen

250 cf.

7-900-4P, 7325-S
Saf-T-Cart’s propane cart, the 7-900-4P is designed to carry large propane tanks with ease.  
It’s unique design cuts on weight and materials, saving you on both e�ciency and costs.  A 
safety chain secures the load while pneumatic wheels (with no-�at additive) keep you up 
and running �at free, ensuring continuous operation from the cart.  The 7325-S is designed 
to carry slightly smaller propane tanks.

7-900-4P  7325-S
Baseplate:  N/A  Baseplate:  N/A
Height:  55”  Height:  51”
Width:  29“  Width:  25” 
Weight:  51 lbs.  Weight:  30 lbs.
Wheels:  101222  Wheels:  101222

7325-S 7-900-4P

750-20-2
750-20



EZ Load 4L
Intended for hospitals, labs or �ll plants, the EZ Load 4L is the ultimate cart for any location 
where handling and maneuverability are paramount.  Its phenolic wheels and swivel caster 
move easily and soundlessly over good terrain.  Loading large liquid cylinders is simple due 
to the cart's low, front-loading platform.  The cart can be used with platform scales to 
prevent the slamming of cylinders on scales.
    
Height:  48”   
Width:  29”   
Weight:  79 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-19, SC-25 (caster)

Cryo 8860
Built on the same concept as the EZ Load, the Cryo 8860 is a �at platform designed to move 
large liquid cylinders with ease.  It utilizes four ultra-quiet swivel casters to maximize 
maneuverability while minimizing noise, making it perfect for labs and hospitals.

Baseplate:  22“ x 22”   
Height:  6”   
Width:  33”   
Weight:  65 lbs.
Wheels:  100351 
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CT-6
The CT-6 is designed to transport six high-pressure cylinders quickly and easily through 
labs, �ll plants, or anywhere you may need to transport multiple cylinders simultaneously 
without forklift access.  A low pro�le model is available for easy loading.  Also available in an 
eight cylinder model;  just ask for the CT-8.  Manifolds available upon request.
 
CT-6   CT-8 
Height:  34”  Height:  34“
Width:  53”  Width:  63”
Weight:  115 lbs.  Weight:  145
Wheels:  SC-25, SC-26 Wheels:  SC-25, SC-26

704, 704-10
The 704 uses its continuous steel frame as a handle, ensuring sturdy, exceptional maneuver-
ability.  Built with 14 gauge tubing and a 1/4" baseplate, this cart is built to last.  It carries its 
load on two 10” semi-pneumatic wheels.  Gauranteed to keep you running �at free.  Avail-
able with pneumatic wheels (with no-�at additive);  just ask for the 704-10.

704   704-10
Baseplate: 14“ x 10” Baseplate:  14“ x 10”
Height:  49”  Height:  49“
Width:  19”  Width:  22”
Weight:  39 lbs.  Weight:  33 lbs
Wheels:  SC-8  Wheels:  SC-9A

Jim Dandy
The Jim Dandy cart makes use of a tall pro�le to make delivering hard goods a cinch by 
ensuring that you have the clearance needed to carry the tallest loads.  Featuring 1" x 1.5" 
rectangular tubing and a 1/4" baseplate, this cart is strong enough for the toughest jobs.

Baseplate:  14” x 10“   
Height:  54”   
Width:  20“   
Weight:  52 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-8

LCT-12-6
Designed to deliver a single liquid cylinder, the LCT-12-6 features an adjustable hook that 
allows it to carry a variety of liquid cylinders with a simple adjustment.  Its pneumatic 
wheels roll easily over any terrain while swivel casters on its trailwheel make maneuverabil-
ity a cinch.  Small, front-mounted steel wheels make loading large liquid cylinders quick and 
easy.
  
Height:  63” (vertical measurement)   
Width:  20”   
Weight:  119 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-34, SC-31 (casters), LCTFR (front roller wheel)

702, 702-10
Designed with 14-gauge tubing and a 1/4" baseplate, this cart is intended to carry the 
heaviest loads quickly and easily.  Its 10” semi-pneumatic wheels are guaranteed to keep 
you running �at free.  Available with �at-free, pneumatic wheels;  just ask for the 702-10.

702   702-10 
Baseplate:  14“ x10” Baseplate:  14“ x 10”
Height:  49”  Height:  49“
Width:  19”  Width:  22”
Weight:  39 lbs.  Weight:  33 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-8  Wheels:  SC-9A

701, 701-10
The 701 makes use of a single handle to ensure easy maneuverability of your hard goods 
over the roughest ground.  Constructed with 14 gauge tubing and a 1/4" baseplate, this cart 
is built for durability.  Its 10” semi-pneumatic wheels will keep you running �at free.  Avail-
able with pneumatic wheels (with no-�at additive);  just ask for the 701-10.

701   701-10 
Baseplate:  14“ x 10” Baseplate:  14“ x 10”
Height:  49”  Height:  49”
Width:  19“  Width:  22”
Weight:  39 lbs.  Weight:  33 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-8  Wheels:  SC-9A

160-
230 L.

160-
230 L.

160-
230 L.

Oxygen

250-
300 cf.



EZ Load 4L
Intended for hospitals, labs or �ll plants, the EZ Load 4L is the ultimate cart for any location 
where handling and maneuverability are paramount.  Its phenolic wheels and swivel caster 
move easily and soundlessly over good terrain.  Loading large liquid cylinders is simple due 
to the cart's low, front-loading platform.  The cart can be used with platform scales to 
prevent the slamming of cylinders on scales.
    
Height:  48”   
Width:  29”   
Weight:  79 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-19, SC-25 (caster)

Cryo 8860
Built on the same concept as the EZ Load, the Cryo 8860 is a �at platform designed to move 
large liquid cylinders with ease.  It utilizes four ultra-quiet swivel casters to maximize 
maneuverability while minimizing noise, making it perfect for labs and hospitals.

Baseplate:  22“ x 22”   
Height:  6”   
Width:  33”   
Weight:  65 lbs.
Wheels:  100351 
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CT-6
The CT-6 is designed to transport six high-pressure cylinders quickly and easily through 
labs, �ll plants, or anywhere you may need to transport multiple cylinders simultaneously 
without forklift access.  A low pro�le model is available for easy loading.  Also available in an 
eight cylinder model;  just ask for the CT-8.  Manifolds available upon request.
 
CT-6   CT-8 
Height:  34”  Height:  34“
Width:  53”  Width:  63”
Weight:  115 lbs.  Weight:  145
Wheels:  SC-25, SC-26 Wheels:  SC-25, SC-26

704, 704-10
The 704 uses its continuous steel frame as a handle, ensuring sturdy, exceptional maneuver-
ability.  Built with 14 gauge tubing and a 1/4" baseplate, this cart is built to last.  It carries its 
load on two 10” semi-pneumatic wheels.  Gauranteed to keep you running �at free.  Avail-
able with pneumatic wheels (with no-�at additive);  just ask for the 704-10.

704   704-10
Baseplate: 14“ x 10” Baseplate:  14“ x 10”
Height:  49”  Height:  49“
Width:  19”  Width:  22”
Weight:  39 lbs.  Weight:  33 lbs
Wheels:  SC-8  Wheels:  SC-9A

Jim Dandy
The Jim Dandy cart makes use of a tall pro�le to make delivering hard goods a cinch by 
ensuring that you have the clearance needed to carry the tallest loads.  Featuring 1" x 1.5" 
rectangular tubing and a 1/4" baseplate, this cart is strong enough for the toughest jobs.

Baseplate:  14” x 10“   
Height:  54”   
Width:  20“   
Weight:  52 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-8

LCT-12-6
Designed to deliver a single liquid cylinder, the LCT-12-6 features an adjustable hook that 
allows it to carry a variety of liquid cylinders with a simple adjustment.  Its pneumatic 
wheels roll easily over any terrain while swivel casters on its trailwheel make maneuverabil-
ity a cinch.  Small, front-mounted steel wheels make loading large liquid cylinders quick and 
easy.
  
Height:  63” (vertical measurement)   
Width:  20”   
Weight:  119 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-34, SC-31 (casters), LCTFR (front roller wheel)

702, 702-10
Designed with 14-gauge tubing and a 1/4" baseplate, this cart is intended to carry the 
heaviest loads quickly and easily.  Its 10” semi-pneumatic wheels are guaranteed to keep 
you running �at free.  Available with �at-free, pneumatic wheels;  just ask for the 702-10.

702   702-10 
Baseplate:  14“ x10” Baseplate:  14“ x 10”
Height:  49”  Height:  49“
Width:  19”  Width:  22”
Weight:  39 lbs.  Weight:  33 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-8  Wheels:  SC-9A

701, 701-10
The 701 makes use of a single handle to ensure easy maneuverability of your hard goods 
over the roughest ground.  Constructed with 14 gauge tubing and a 1/4" baseplate, this cart 
is built for durability.  Its 10” semi-pneumatic wheels will keep you running �at free.  Avail-
able with pneumatic wheels (with no-�at additive);  just ask for the 701-10.

701   701-10 
Baseplate:  14“ x 10” Baseplate:  14“ x 10”
Height:  49”  Height:  49”
Width:  19“  Width:  22”
Weight:  39 lbs.  Weight:  33 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-8  Wheels:  SC-9A
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160-
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160-
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Oxygen

250-
300 cf.



MDE-6P, MDE-8, MDE-8P
The MDE-6P (left) carries a single D or E medical cylinder.  The cart rocks back onto two 6" 
wheels for easy maneuverability, perfect for personal in-home use.  Similarly, the MDE-8 
(right) carries a single D or E medical cylinders on 8” semi-pneumatic wheels.

MDE-6P   MDE-8   MDE-8P 
Height:  39”  Height:  40“  Height: 40”
Width:  12”  Width:  12”  Width:  12”
Weight: 11 lbs.  Weight:  11 lbs.  Weight:  11 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-1  Wheels:  SC-5  Wheels:  SC-4
Cylinder capacity:  D/E Cylinder capacity:  D/E  Cylinder capacity:  D/E
 

MDE-2
Designed to carry two D or E medical cylinders, this cart rocks back on two wheels for easy 
transportation.  Its two 8” semi-pneumatic wheels keep you running �at free.  Also availalbe 
as a stand;  just ask for the MDE-2S.

MDE-2   MDE-2S   
Height:  35”  Height:  21“
Width:  12”  Width:  12”
Weight:  15 lbs.  Weight:  8 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-5  Wheels:  N/A
Cylinder capacity:  D/E Cylinder capacity:  D/E
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MDE-12
The MDE-12 is designed to carry twelve D or E medical cylinders with ease.  Perfect for 
hospitals and labs, it rolls on four ultra-quiet casters, utilizing rear swivel casters for excep-
tional handling.  Also available as a stand;  just ask for the MDE-12S.
 
MDE-12   MDE-12S
Height:  35”  Height:  21”  
Width:  21“  Width:  21”
Weight:  47 lbs.  Weight:  27 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-23, SC-24 Wheels:  N/A
Cylinder capacity:  D/E Cylinder capacity:  D/E

EZ Wheel
The EZ Wheel base is a perfect quick �x for moving a single E medical cylinder equipped 
with a regulator.  Designed as a single base, it quickly attaches to the bottom of the cylinder 
for an instant conversion from a stationary cylinder to a portable system perfect for home 
and personal use. 
    
Height:  6”    
Width:  10”   
Weight:  2 lbs.   
Wheels:  SC-2A
Cylinder capacity:  E

MDE-6
Designed to carry six D or E medical cylinders, the MDE-6 rocks back on two wheels for easy 
transportation.  It utilizes two 8” semi-pneumatic wheels to keep you running �at free, 
guaranteed.  Also available as a stand;  just ask for the MDE-6S.
  
MDE-6   MDE-6S
Height:  35”  Height:  21“
Width:  21”  Width:  21”  
Weight:  25 lbs.  Weight:  18 lbs
Wheels:  SC-5  Wheels:  N/A
Cylinder capacity:  D/E Cylinder capacity:  D/E

MDE-24
Similar to the MDE-12, the MDE-24 carries 24 D or E medical cylinders.  Its ultra quiet casters 
roll soundlessly, making it perfect for hospitals and labs.  Also available as a stand;  just ask 
for the MDE-24S.

MDE-24   MDE-24S
Height:  35”  Height:  21”  
Width:  34“  Width:  21”
Weight:  60 lbs.  Weight:  27 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-23, SC-24 Wheels:  N/A
Cylinder capacity:  D/E Cylinder capacity:  D/E

MDE-4
Just like the MDE-2, the MDE-4 rocks back on two wheels to make transporting four D or E 
medical cylinders quick and easy.  Also available as a stable, portable stand;  just ask for the 
MDE-4S.

MDE-4   MDE-4S   
Height:  35”  Height:  21“
Width:  12”  Width:  12”
Weight:  23 lbs.  Weight:  15 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-5  Wheels:  N/A
Cylinder capacity:  D/E Cylinder capacity:  D/E

MDE-6X
The MDE-6X is an economy cart designed for in-home use.  Featuring an adjustable handle, 
this cart is constructed from chrome-plated steel with a telescoping handle, making it  ideal 
for in-home use.

Height:  38”
Width:  12”
Weight:  5 lbs
Wheel:  SC-2B
Cylinder capacity:  D/E  
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MDE-36
Similar to the MDE-24, the MDE-36 carries 36 D or E medical cylinders, using rear swivel 
casters to make it easy to move through tight spaces.  Its ultra-quiet casters roll soundlessly, 
making it perfect for labs and hospitals.  Also available as a stand;  just ask for the 
MDE-36S.
 
MDE-36   MDE-36S
Height:  38”  Height:  21”  
Width:  49“  Width:  49”
Weight:  73 lbs.  Weight:  55 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-23, SC-24 Wheels:  N/A
Cylinder capacity:  D/E Cylinder capacity:  D/E

MDE-50V
The MDE-50V is designed to hold 50 D or E medical cylinders vertically.   The MDE-50V uses 
six casters and pivots on a pair of center-mounted casters, to ensure easy maneuverability.  
Its ultra-quiet casters roll soundlessly in labs and hospitals.  Also available as a stand;  just 
ask for the MDE-50VS.
 
MDE-50V  MDE-50VS  
Height:  38”  Height:  21“  
Width:  55”  Width:  55”
Weight:  116 lbs.  Weight:  103 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-23, SC-24 Wheels:  N/A
Cylinder capacity:  D/E Cylinder capacity:  D/E  

MM6-6S
The MM6-6S is a stationary stand intended to store six M6 cylinders with ease.  This stand 
comes with two handles to facilitate loaded movement.  Every MM6 cart and stand rests its 
cylinders on an elevated shelf to keep them within easy reach.  Also available as a 
two-wheeled cart;  just ask for the MM6-6.

MM6-6   MM6-6S  
Height:  38”  Height:  21“
Width:  16”  Width:  16”
Weight:  43 lbs.  Weight:  9 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-5  Wheels:  N/A
Cylinder capacity:  M6 Cylinder capacity:  M6

MM6-12
The MM6-12 carries 12 M6 cylinders on four super quiet casters, utilizing rear swivel casters 
for exceptional mobility in hospitals and labs.  Also available as a stand;  just ask for the  
MM6-12S.

MM6-12   MM6-12S  
Height:  38”  Height:  21“
Width:  21”  Width:  21”
Weight:  49 lbs.  Weight:  19 lbs
Wheels:  SC-23, SC-24 Wheels:  N/A
Cylinder capacity:  M6 Cylinder capacity:  M6

MM6-36
The MM6-36 is designed to carry 36 M6 medical cylinders with ease.  It rolls on four ultra-
quiet casters, utilizing rear swivel casters for exceptional handling in hospitals and labs.  
Also available as a stand;  just ask for the MM6-36S.
 
MM6-36   MM6-36S
Height:  38”  Height:  21”  
Width:  35“  Width:  35”
Weight:  57 lbs.  Weight:  44 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-23, SC-24 Wheels:  N/A
Cylinder capacity:  M6 Cylinder capacity:  M6

MDE-50H
Designed to maximize your vertical storage space, the MDE-50H stores 50 D or E medical 
cylinders on horizontal racks.  It rolls on ultra-quiet casters, utilizing two swivel casters to 
maximize mobility, making it perfect for labs and hospitals.  Available with doors and sides 
for added security and protection.  Also available as a stand;  just ask for the MDE-50HS.
 
MDE-50H  MDE-50HS  
Height:  78”  Height:  72“
Width:  27”  Width:  27”
Weight:  246 lbs.  Weight:  230 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-23, SC-24 Wheels:  N/A
Cylinder capacity:  D/E Cylinder capacity:  D/E

MM6-24
The MM6-24 carries 24 M6 cylinders on four ultra-quiet casters, making it perfect for labs 
and hospitals.  Also available as a stand;  just ask for the MM6-24S.

MM6-24   MM6-24S
Height:  38”  Height:  21“
Width:  28”  Width:  28”  
Weight:  51 lbs.  Weight: 36 lbs
Wheels:  SC-23, SC-24 Wheels:  N/A
Cylinder capacity:  M6 Cylinder capacity:  M6

MM6-60S
The MM6-60S is designed to hold 60 M6 medical cylinders vertically, functioning as a 
movable stand.  Designed for stationary storage, it has handles on each end for portability.  
Also available as a castered cart;  just as for the MM6-60.
 
MM6-60   MM6-60S
Height:  38”  Height:  21”  
Width:  38“  Width:  38”
Weight:  90 lbs.  Weight:  71 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-23, SC-24 Wheels:  N/A
Cylinder capacity:  M6 Cylinder capacity:  M6
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Enclosed Medical Delivery Cart
Designed to meet D.O.T. speci�cied requirements for transporting compressed gas, 
Saf-T-Cart’s enclosed medical delivery carts are an enclosed cylinder transportation rack 
designed to provide storage for D or E medical cylinders.  This cart stores cylinders on 
horizontal racks that are Saf-T-Coated to protect cylinders from damaging metal-to-metal 
contact as well as from adverse weather.

Available for multiple quantities, Saf-T-Cart’s enclosed cylinder delivery carts provide you 
with one more quality tool for delivering gas.  It’s Saf-T-Coated racks and enclosed delivery 
compartment make sure your cylinders arrive safe and sound.

Utility Wagon
The standard Utility Wagon is designed to carry D and E medical cylinders, as well as smaller 
industrial cylinders, quickly and easily.  The Texas Utility Wagon (left) comes with a remov-
able side (not shown) to better facilitate the loading and unloading of cylinders.  Both utility 
wagons feature Saf-T-Cart’s E-Track strapping system for the easy securing of cylinders.  The 
standard Utility Wagon is slightly smaller for more maneuverability.
 
Texas Utility Wagon (AC-60) Utility Wagon
Height:  44”   Height:  38“  
Width:  27”   Width:  27”
Weight:  276 lbs.   Weight:  107 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-31, SC-32  Wheels:  SC-31, SC-32
Cylinder capacity:   D/E, 55 ea. Cylinder capacity:  D/E, 32 ea.
Strap:  5303-SEF   Strap:  5303-SEF

AC-54TD
The AC-54TD is an enclosed delivery system with lockable doors and a top.  Like the AC-54, 
this cart ships with ratchet straps (STP-BLUE) and optional nesting dividers to minimize 
metal-to-metal contact and protect your cylinders and minimize the amount of time they 
spend out of circulation.
   
Height:  46”   
Width:  45”    
Weight:  328 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-53, SC-54
Cylinder capacity:  D/E, 54 ea.
Strap:  STP-BLUE

MDE-12T, MDE-24T, MDE-36T
Transporting small medical cylinders just got a whole lot easier.  Just add 
a top to the next medical cart you order from Saf-T-Cart and you’ll distribute 
your D, E and M6 cylinders with ease.
 
Constructed from 14 gauge steel and strong, 1/2” square steel tubing, 
these tops not only secure your cylinders in place but also protect them
from any falling objects.

Every top is lockable for added security, ensuring the safe delivery 
of your gases.

Simply add a “T” to your next medical purchase to add the security and 
peace of mind a topped medical cart provides.

AC-54
The AC-54 is a utility wagon designed to make it easy for you to transport mass quantities 
of medical cylinders with ease.  Using ratchet straps for security, this cart keeps your 
cylinders locked in place so they can arrive at their destination safely.  In addition to ratchet 
straps (STP-BLUE), the AC-54 ships with optional nesting dividers designed to minimize 
damaging metal-to-metal contact.
   
Height:  46”   
Width:  45”    
Weight:  293 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-53, SC-54
Cylinder capacity:  D/E, 54 ea.
Strap:  STP-BLUE

The simple addition of a 
top makes the MDE-24-T 

(above) a secure, lockable 
option for transporting and 

storing your medical 
cylinders.

The one-piece 
top closes and 
locks (left) for 
security but 
swings open for 
easy access to 
your cylinders.

Medical Stands
Designed to keep your medical cylinders organized and easily accessible, 
Saf-T-Cart’s medical stands are a dependable choice for hospitals and labs.  Available 
for two to sixty cylinders, these stands store cylinders vertically or horizontally, 
ensuring easy access when needed.  All MDE carts are constructed with 1” square 
tubing frames and 1/2“square tubing grids for exceptional durablity.

Saf-T-Cart’s medical stands secure their cylinders in a grid system made from 1/2” 
square tubing and can be Saf-T-Coated to suit your needs.  These stands are available 
for D, E and M6 cylinders.

Economy Stands
Designed as a more a�ordable alternative, Saf-T-Cart’s economy stands use a circular 
design to secure cylinders, rather than the traditional grid design.  This design saves 
on both time and materials, savings we pass on to you time and materials.  
Economy stands are available for two to sixty cylinders.

The M6-12S-E (right) 
designed to hold 12 M6 

cylinders using a 
cirucular design cut into 

sheet metal.  

The MDE-50HS (above) 
stores it cylinders on 
horizontal racks, making 
sure you can access 
them when ¡oor space is 
limited.

The MDE-50VS (below) 
holds its cylinders 

vertically for easy access. 
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cylinders locked in place so they can arrive at their destination safely.  In addition to ratchet 
straps (STP-BLUE), the AC-54 ships with optional nesting dividers designed to minimize 
damaging metal-to-metal contact.
   
Height:  46”   
Width:  45”    
Weight:  293 lbs.
Wheels:  SC-53, SC-54
Cylinder capacity:  D/E, 54 ea.
Strap:  STP-BLUE

The simple addition of a 
top makes the MDE-24-T 

(above) a secure, lockable 
option for transporting and 

storing your medical 
cylinders.

The one-piece 
top closes and 
locks (left) for 
security but 
swings open for 
easy access to 
your cylinders.

Medical Stands
Designed to keep your medical cylinders organized and easily accessible, 
Saf-T-Cart’s medical stands are a dependable choice for hospitals and labs.  Available 
for two to sixty cylinders, these stands store cylinders vertically or horizontally, 
ensuring easy access when needed.  All MDE carts are constructed with 1” square 
tubing frames and 1/2“square tubing grids for exceptional durablity.

Saf-T-Cart’s medical stands secure their cylinders in a grid system made from 1/2” 
square tubing and can be Saf-T-Coated to suit your needs.  These stands are available 
for D, E and M6 cylinders.

Economy Stands
Designed as a more a�ordable alternative, Saf-T-Cart’s economy stands use a circular 
design to secure cylinders, rather than the traditional grid design.  This design saves 
on both time and materials, savings we pass on to you time and materials.  
Economy stands are available for two to sixty cylinders.

The M6-12S-E (right) 
designed to hold 12 M6 

cylinders using a 
cirucular design cut into 

sheet metal.  

The MDE-50HS (above) 
stores it cylinders on 
horizontal racks, making 
sure you can access 
them when ¡oor space is 
limited.

The MDE-50VS (below) 
holds its cylinders 

vertically for easy access. 

D, E

D, E

D, E

MDE-24-E-R

AC-60 Utility Wagon-T



Saf-T-Cart’s unique Saf-T-
Coating process coats our carts 
in a plasticized layer, replacing 
the traditional powder-coated 
paint.  This eliminates any 
damaging metal-to-metal 
contact that would typically 
damage your cylinders, signi�-
cantly decreasing the amount 
of time they spend out of circu-
lation.

The Saf-T-Coating process ensures that 
your cylinders retain their professional, 
pharmaceutical appearance by eliminat-
ing the scratching and chipping that 
would otherwise wear them out. 

Additionally, Saf-T-Coating reduces the 
amount of noise a loaded cart makes, 
ensuring quiet transportation through 
hospitals and labs.  This process makes it 
possible to easily move your cylinders 
through these quiet environments, 
keeping the professional standards 
necessary.

Every cart in Saf-T-Cart’s medical line is 
available for Saf-T-Coating, from small, 
one-cylinder carts to the largest, sixty 
cylinders stands.

In addition to labs and hospitals, where a 
professional appearance is essential, 
Saf-T-Coating is perfect for transporting 
medical cylinders.  The MDE-24-E-R is a 
cylinder cabinet designed to transport 
24 medical cylinders on Saf-T-Coated 
shelves within a fully enclosed cart, 
ensuring a safe and undamaged delivery
Try Saf-T-Coating your next order.  You 
won’t be disappointed.

S A F - T - C O A T I N G  

Protecting Your Cylinder Investments 

Saf-T-Coating:  Designed to Protect 
Your Cylinder Investment.
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MM6-6S-R

MM6-6S-R  MM6-6R 
Height:  21”  Height:  38“
Width:  19”  Width:  19”
Weight:  13 lbs.  Weight:  51 lbs.
Wheels:  N/A  Wheels:  SC-5

MM6-12R

MM6-12S-R  MM6-12R 
Height:  21”  Height:  38“
Width:  23”  Width:  23”
Weight:  26 lbs.  Weight:  55 lbs.
Wheels:  N/A  Wheels:  SC-23. SC-24

MM6-36S-R

MM6-36S-R  MM6-36R 
Height:  21”  Height:  38“
Width:  39”  Width:  39”
Weight:  152 lbs.  Weight:  63 lbs.
Wheels:  N/A  Wheels:  SC-23, SC-24

MM6-60S-R

MM6-60S-R  MM6-60R 
Height:  21”  Height:  38“
Width:  43”  Width:  43”
Weight:  78 lbs.  Weight:  99 lbs.
Wheels:  N/A  Wheels:  SC-23, SC-24

MDE-50HS-R

MDE-50HS-R  MDE-50H-R 
Height:  72”  Height:  78“
Width:  27”  Width:  27”
Weight:  242 lbs.  Weight:  253 lbs.
Wheels:  N/A  Wheels:  SC-23. SC-24

MDE-36-R

MDE-36S-R  MDE-36R
Height:  21”  Height:  38“
Width:  55”  Width:  55”
Weight:  63 lbs.  Weight:  81 lbs.
Wheels:  N/A  Wheels:  SC-23, SC-24

MDE-12R

MDE-12S-R  MDE-12R 
Height:  12”  Height:  35“
Width:  21”  Width:  21”
Weight:  35 lbs.  Weight:  55 lbs.
Wheels:  N/A  Wheels:  SC-5

MDE-6R

MDE-6S-R  MDE-6R  
Height:  21”  Height:  35“
Width:  12”  Width:  12”
Weight:  23 lbs.  Weight:  33 lbs.
Wheels:  N/A  Wheels:  SC-5

D, E

D, E

D, E

D, E

M6

M6

M6

M6
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Wheels:  N/A  Wheels:  SC-23, SC-24
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Height:  21”  Height:  38“
Width:  43”  Width:  43”
Weight:  78 lbs.  Weight:  99 lbs.
Wheels:  N/A  Wheels:  SC-23, SC-24
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MDE-50HS-R  MDE-50H-R 
Height:  72”  Height:  78“
Width:  27”  Width:  27”
Weight:  242 lbs.  Weight:  253 lbs.
Wheels:  N/A  Wheels:  SC-23. SC-24

MDE-36-R

MDE-36S-R  MDE-36R
Height:  21”  Height:  38“
Width:  55”  Width:  55”
Weight:  63 lbs.  Weight:  81 lbs.
Wheels:  N/A  Wheels:  SC-23, SC-24

MDE-12R

MDE-12S-R  MDE-12R 
Height:  12”  Height:  35“
Width:  21”  Width:  21”
Weight:  35 lbs.  Weight:  55 lbs.
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MDE-6R
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D, E

D, E

D, E

D, E

M6

M6

M6

M6



MC-81
The MC-81 is intended to hold 110 volt welding machines.  It holds larger machines and an 
8.25” cylinder.  It rolls on 8” polyole�n wheels and uses swivel casters for maneuverability, 
ensuring �at-free operation.  Ships boxed via UPS for easy assembly.
    
Height:  20”   
Width:  30”   
Weight:  35 lbs.
Welder platform:  12“ x 17”
Cylinder capacity:  8.25”
Shelf height:  6.75”
Wheels:  SC-16, SC-20 (casters)

MM-8
Designed for versatility, the MM-8 is intended to carry a variety of mini migs, inverters and 
plasma machines.  It carries a single 9.5” cylinder and uses two casters for easy maneuver-
ability.  Ships boxed for easy assembly.
  
Height:  17”   
Width:  17”   
Weight:  48 lbs.
Welder platform:  28“ x 13”
Cylinder capacity:  9.5”
Shelf height:  10”
Wheels:  SC-18, SC-20 (casters)  

MM-10
Similar to the MM-8, the MM-10 is intended to hold a wide variety of larger machines.  
Using 10” polyole�n wheels and swivel casters, this cart maximizes maneuverability while 
staying �at free.  Ships boxed for easy assembly.

Height:  19”   
Width:  24“   
Weight:  53 lbs.
Welder platform:  28“ x 13”
Cylinder capacity:  9.5”
Shelf height:  12”
Wheels:  SC-7A, SC-22A (casters)

MC-61
Designed to accommodate 110 volt welding machines, the MC-61 is the smaller of the MC 
running gear pair.  It holds a small welding machine and an 8.25”  cylinder.  Its two 6“ 
semi-pneumatic wheels and swivel casters combine for exceptional maneuverability and 
keep you running �at free.  Ships boxed via UPS for easy assembly.
   
Height:  19”   
Width:  17”   
Weight:  23 lbs.
Welder platform:  16” x 12”
Cylinder capacity:  8.25”
Shelf height:  10”
Wheels:  SC-2A, SC-20A (casters) 20-

80 cf.

20-
80 cf.

20-300 
cf.

20-300 
cf.

RG-16-3,
The RG-16-3 is Saf-T-Cart’s solution to large, engine driven welding machine logistics.  
Centering on its twin, 16” pneumatic wheels (with no-�at additive), this cart maneuvers 
e�ortlessly, utilizing a center pivot point to rotate on swivel casters on either end.  
 
Height:  29”    
Width:  40”  
Weight:  114 lbs.   
Welder platform:  21.5” x 38”  
Wheels:  SC-11, 109844 (casters)  

IV-1
The IV-1 easily accommodates practically all inverters and carries a single high pressure 
cylinder.   It maneuvers easily on swivel casters, utilizing two 8” semi-pneumatic wheels to 
stay �at free.  Ships fully assembled.

Height:  40”   
Width:  20”   
Weight:  79 lbs.
Welder platform:  19“ x 25”
Cylinder capacity:  9.5”
Shelf height:  24”
Wheels:  SC-8, SC-100351 (casters) 

IV-2
Because of its side mounted design, the IV-2 is especially suited to accommodate big wire 
reels.  It  holds practically every inverter and two high pressure cylinders.  Ships fully 
assembled.

Height:  33”   
Width:  29”   
Weight:  128 lbs.
Welder platform:  14“ x 27”
Cylinder capacity:  21”
Shelf height:  22.5”

UFC
The Universal Feeder Cart (UFC) is designed for mobility on shop �oors.  It pivots on two, 
center-mounted 8” polyole�n wheels for excellent mobility.   It holds most wire feeders on 
the market today.
  
Height:  34.25”   
Width:  16”   
Weight:  32 lbs.
Welder platform:  32” x 12”
Wheels:  SC-16   

20-300 
cf.

2 x
20-300 

cf.
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RG-16-3,
The RG-16-3 is Saf-T-Cart’s solution to large, engine driven welding machine logistics.  
Centering on its twin, 16” pneumatic wheels (with no-�at additive), this cart maneuvers 
e�ortlessly, utilizing a center pivot point to rotate on swivel casters on either end.  
 
Height:  29”    
Width:  40”  
Weight:  114 lbs.   
Welder platform:  21.5” x 38”  
Wheels:  SC-11, 109844 (casters)  

IV-1
The IV-1 easily accommodates practically all inverters and carries a single high pressure 
cylinder.   It maneuvers easily on swivel casters, utilizing two 8” semi-pneumatic wheels to 
stay �at free.  Ships fully assembled.

Height:  40”   
Width:  20”   
Weight:  79 lbs.
Welder platform:  19“ x 25”
Cylinder capacity:  9.5”
Shelf height:  24”
Wheels:  SC-8, SC-100351 (casters) 

IV-2
Because of its side mounted design, the IV-2 is especially suited to accommodate big wire 
reels.  It  holds practically every inverter and two high pressure cylinders.  Ships fully 
assembled.

Height:  33”   
Width:  29”   
Weight:  128 lbs.
Welder platform:  14“ x 27”
Cylinder capacity:  21”
Shelf height:  22.5”

UFC
The Universal Feeder Cart (UFC) is designed for mobility on shop �oors.  It pivots on two, 
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20-300 
cf.

2 x
20-300 

cf.
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260-1, 260-1S
Combining a wide stable base with a sturdy frame, the 260-1 is a single-cylinder stand 
designed to hold one high-pressure cylinder.  The 260-1S is the pint-sized version, designed 
to save space and materials.

260-1   260-1S
Height:  36”  Height:  28“
Width:  18”  Width:  18“
Weight:  14 lbs.  Weight:  13 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  9.5” Cylinder capacity:  9.5”

301S
The 301S is a dual cylinder stand intended to accommodate medium oxygen and acetylene 
cylinders. Designed for versatility, this stand can function as an island or bolted onto a wall.  
Available with a �rewall;  just ask for the 301S-FW.  

Baseplate:  21” x 12“
Height:  29”
Width:  21“
Weight:  20 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  20”
 

401S
The big brother in Saf-T-Cart’s cylinder stands, the 401S is designed to hold large oxygen 
and acetylene cylinders.  Always versatile, this stand can be bolted onto a wall or freestand-
ing.  Available with a �rewall;  just ask for the 401S-FW.

Baseplate:  13” x 24“
Height:  29”
Width:  26”
Weight:  24 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  24”

30S-TRL-2001, 30L-TRL-2001
Designed for air-cooled engine driven welders, Saf-T-Cart’s arc liner trailers will carry any 
load.  Just specify the hitch for your application and the trailer ships directly to you with a 
certi�cate of origin and ready for road use.  The 30L-TRL-2001 features a stronger axle to 
accommodate liquid-cooled engine driven welders.  These trailers are designed to 
accommodate a variety of welders and can be customized to your needs.
   
Height:  27”    
Width:  60.5”   
Weight:  320 lbs.
Wheel:  B78-13

125-
300 cf.

Oxygen Acetylene

125-
300 cf.

130 cf.

Oxygen Acetylene

250-
300 cf.

130-
300 cf.

260-1S
260-1

Cradle Racks
Saf-T-Carts cradle racks are designed as stationary cylinder racks capable of storing 
anywhere from one to twelve cylinders, depending on the size of your cradle.  Featuring  
�at iron bases and backing, each rack can be bolted to the �oor for added stability.  The 
racks are constructed from 1.5” square tubing for superior durability.

CR-1   CR-4   CR-6
Height:  36”  Height:  36“  Height:  36”
Width:  13”  Width:  23”  Width:  33” 
Weight:  25 lbs.  Weight:  33 lbs.  Weight:  36 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  1 ea. Cylinder capacity:  4 ea. Cylinder capacity:  6 ea.

CR-8   CR-12
Height:  36”  Height:  36“
Width:  45”  Width:  65”  
Weight:  49 lbs.  Weight:  55 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  8 ea. Cylinder capacity: 12 ea.

Like all of Saf-T-Cart’s 
cylinder racks, the CR-4 
(above) can be mounted to 
�oors

CR-550, CR-550-LE, CR-550-FW
Saf-T-Cart’s CR-550 series is designed to provide you with secure cylinder storage that is 
capable of quick and easy transportation.  Constructed from 2” square tubing and a 3/16” 
inch steel baseplate, these cradle racks are designed for both storing and transporting 
cylinders. 

CR-550   CR-550-LE  CR-550-FW
Baseplate:  13“ x 24” Baseplate:  13“ x 24” Baseplate:  13“ x 24”
Height:  36”  Height:  62“  Height:  62”
Width:  27”  Width:  27”  Width:  27” 
Weight:  60 lbs.  Weight:  63 lbs.  Weight:  110 lbs.

CR-8
CR-12

The CR-550-LE 
comes with a 

lifting eye, rated 
to 1,000 lbs., to 
make it easy to 

move and elevate 
cylinders.

The CR-550-FW 
combines a lifting 
eye and a �rewall, 
enabling you to 
move and store 
your cylinders easily 
while maintaing 
OSHA mandated 
starndards.

300 cf.

Oxygen Acetylene

250-
300 cf.

130-
300 cf.

29 30
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(above) can be mounted to 
�oors
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Saf-T-Cart’s CR-550 series is designed to provide you with secure cylinder storage that is 
capable of quick and easy transportation.  Constructed from 2” square tubing and a 3/16” 
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Wall Brackets
Saf-T-Carts wall brackets are designed to mount onto a wall, securing a single high-
pressure cylinder using an alligator clip (STP-42) strap.  Made with heavy-duty 
channel and �at iron, these wall brackets are made to last. 

WB-101   WB-202   WB-303 
Height:  3”  Height:  3“  Height:  3”
Width:  14”  Width:  28“  Width:  42”
Weight:  4 lbs.  Weight:  9 lbs.  Weight:  13 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  1 ea. Cylinder capacity:  2 ea. Cylinder capacity:  3 ea.
Strap:  STP-42  Strap:  STP-42  Strap:  STP-42

ESTS-9, ESTS-12
Designed to be an economical option for secured cylinder storage, the ESTS-9 stores nine 
high-pressure cylinders in a lockable container.  Featuring an expanded metal door and 
sheet metal sides, this is a stationary storage unit.  Expanding on the ESTS-9, the ESTS-12 
stores twelve high-pressure cylinders in a secure container.  Cylinders are secured with 
E-Track ratchet straps.

ESTS-9   ESTS-12
Height:  72”  Height:  72“
Width:  34”  Width:  32“
Depth:  32”  Depth:  42“
Weight:  292 lbs.  Weight:  345 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  9 ea. Cylinder capacity:  12 ea.
Strap:  5304-SEF  Strap:  5304-SEF

STS-9
A part of Saf-T-Cart's premium cage line, the STS-9 is designed to provide exceptionally 
secure, yet portable, storage of 9 high-pressure cylinders.  Made with expanded metal 
siding, the STS-9 features a forklift bottom and a lifting eye to ensure maximum portability.  
Its lockable door and E-Track strapping system combine with a 7 gauge steel top and a 
3/16”  x 2“ bar grate �oor panel to ensure that your cylinders are safely secured.  

Height:  85”   
Width:  32”
Depth:  32”   
Weight:  429 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  9 ea.
Strap: 5304-SEF

STS-12
The STS-12 is designed to provide exceptionally secure, yet portable, storage of 12 high-
pressure cylinders.  Made with expanded metal siding, the STS-12 features a forklift bottom, 
and a lifting eye to ensure maximum portability.  A 7 gauge steel top combines with a 
lockable door and Saf-T-Cart’s unique E-Track strapping system to keep your cylinders 
secure.
   
Height:  85”
Width:  33”
Depth:  42“
Weight:  494 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  12 ea.
Strap: 5304-SEF

125-
300 cf.

300 cf.

300 cf.

300 cf.

STS-12-FW-2
The addition of a Marinite I™ �rewall to a standard cage makes it possible to securely store 
your oxygen  and acetylene cylinders together.  Made with expanded metal siding, the 
STS-12-FW-2 features a forklift bottom, and a lifting eye to ensure maximum portability.  A 7 
gauge steel top combines with lockable doors and Saf-T-Cart’s unique E-Track strapping 
system to keep your cylinders secure with ease. 
  
Height:  85“
Width:  32”
Depth:  42”
Weight:  663 lbs.
Strap:  5304-SEF
Cylinder capacity:  Oxygen: 6 ea.
    Acetyelene: 2 ea.

STS-20
Holding twenty high-pressure cylinders, the STS-20 is Saf-T-Cart's largest storage option.  Made 
with expanded metal siding, the STS-20 uses a forklift bottom and four-point lifting ears to 
facilitate easy movement of your cylinders.  A 7 gauge steel top combines with a lockable door 
and Saf-T-Cart’s unique E-Track strapping system to keep your cylinders secure. 

Height:  79”
Width:  50”
Depth:  50”
Weight:  692 lbs.
Strap:  5308-SEF 
Cylinder capacity:  20 ea.

STS-20-FW-2
The STS-20-FW-2 is the largest �rewall storage option o�ered by Saf-T-Cart.  Made with 
expanded metal siding, the STS-20-FW-2 uses a forklift bottom and four-point lifting ears 
for easy movement of your cylinders.  A Marinite I™ �reboard combines with lockable doors 
and Saf-T-Cart’s unique E-Track strapping system to keep your cylinders secure and OSHA 
compliant. 

STS-20-FW-2
Height:  79“ 
Width:  50“
Depth:  50“
Weight:  950 lbs. 
Cylinder capacity:  Oxygen:  10 ea.
    Acetylene:  6 ea. (300 cf.) 10 ea. (130  cf.)
Strap:  5304-SEF

Security Cage
The Security Cage is built on the same design as other cages but is built on a pallet bottom 
to provide secure delivery from �ll plants to branch stores both day and night, ideal for 
delivering nitrous oxide and poison gases.  Functions with pallet trailers, just let us know 
what style pallet bottom to use.

Height:  74”   
Width:  42”
Depth: 39“   
Weight:  470 lbs.
Strap:  5304-SEF
Cylinder capacity:  16 ea.

300 cf.

300 cf.

Oxygen Acetylene

300 cf. 130-
300 cf.

Oxygen Acetylene

300 cf. 130-
300 cf.
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Wall Brackets
Saf-T-Carts wall brackets are designed to mount onto a wall, securing a single high-
pressure cylinder using an alligator clip (STP-42) strap.  Made with heavy-duty 
channel and �at iron, these wall brackets are made to last. 

WB-101   WB-202   WB-303 
Height:  3”  Height:  3“  Height:  3”
Width:  14”  Width:  28“  Width:  42”
Weight:  4 lbs.  Weight:  9 lbs.  Weight:  13 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  1 ea. Cylinder capacity:  2 ea. Cylinder capacity:  3 ea.
Strap:  STP-42  Strap:  STP-42  Strap:  STP-42

ESTS-9, ESTS-12
Designed to be an economical option for secured cylinder storage, the ESTS-9 stores nine 
high-pressure cylinders in a lockable container.  Featuring an expanded metal door and 
sheet metal sides, this is a stationary storage unit.  Expanding on the ESTS-9, the ESTS-12 
stores twelve high-pressure cylinders in a secure container.  Cylinders are secured with 
E-Track ratchet straps.

ESTS-9   ESTS-12
Height:  72”  Height:  72“
Width:  34”  Width:  32“
Depth:  32”  Depth:  42“
Weight:  292 lbs.  Weight:  345 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  9 ea. Cylinder capacity:  12 ea.
Strap:  5304-SEF  Strap:  5304-SEF

STS-9
A part of Saf-T-Cart's premium cage line, the STS-9 is designed to provide exceptionally 
secure, yet portable, storage of 9 high-pressure cylinders.  Made with expanded metal 
siding, the STS-9 features a forklift bottom and a lifting eye to ensure maximum portability.  
Its lockable door and E-Track strapping system combine with a 7 gauge steel top and a 
3/16”  x 2“ bar grate �oor panel to ensure that your cylinders are safely secured.  

Height:  85”   
Width:  32”
Depth:  32”   
Weight:  429 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  9 ea.
Strap: 5304-SEF

STS-12
The STS-12 is designed to provide exceptionally secure, yet portable, storage of 12 high-
pressure cylinders.  Made with expanded metal siding, the STS-12 features a forklift bottom, 
and a lifting eye to ensure maximum portability.  A 7 gauge steel top combines with a 
lockable door and Saf-T-Cart’s unique E-Track strapping system to keep your cylinders 
secure.
   
Height:  85”
Width:  33”
Depth:  42“
Weight:  494 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  12 ea.
Strap: 5304-SEF

125-
300 cf.

300 cf.

300 cf.

300 cf.

STS-12-FW-2
The addition of a Marinite I™ �rewall to a standard cage makes it possible to securely store 
your oxygen  and acetylene cylinders together.  Made with expanded metal siding, the 
STS-12-FW-2 features a forklift bottom, and a lifting eye to ensure maximum portability.  A 7 
gauge steel top combines with lockable doors and Saf-T-Cart’s unique E-Track strapping 
system to keep your cylinders secure with ease. 
  
Height:  85“
Width:  32”
Depth:  42”
Weight:  663 lbs.
Strap:  5304-SEF
Cylinder capacity:  Oxygen: 6 ea.
    Acetyelene: 2 ea.

STS-20
Holding twenty high-pressure cylinders, the STS-20 is Saf-T-Cart's largest storage option.  Made 
with expanded metal siding, the STS-20 uses a forklift bottom and four-point lifting ears to 
facilitate easy movement of your cylinders.  A 7 gauge steel top combines with a lockable door 
and Saf-T-Cart’s unique E-Track strapping system to keep your cylinders secure. 

Height:  79”
Width:  50”
Depth:  50”
Weight:  692 lbs.
Strap:  5308-SEF 
Cylinder capacity:  20 ea.

STS-20-FW-2
The STS-20-FW-2 is the largest �rewall storage option o�ered by Saf-T-Cart.  Made with 
expanded metal siding, the STS-20-FW-2 uses a forklift bottom and four-point lifting ears 
for easy movement of your cylinders.  A Marinite I™ �reboard combines with lockable doors 
and Saf-T-Cart’s unique E-Track strapping system to keep your cylinders secure and OSHA 
compliant. 

STS-20-FW-2
Height:  79“ 
Width:  50“
Depth:  50“
Weight:  950 lbs. 
Cylinder capacity:  Oxygen:  10 ea.
    Acetylene:  6 ea. (300 cf.) 10 ea. (130  cf.)
Strap:  5304-SEF

Security Cage
The Security Cage is built on the same design as other cages but is built on a pallet bottom 
to provide secure delivery from �ll plants to branch stores both day and night, ideal for 
delivering nitrous oxide and poison gases.  Functions with pallet trailers, just let us know 
what style pallet bottom to use.

Height:  74”   
Width:  42”
Depth: 39“   
Weight:  470 lbs.
Strap:  5304-SEF
Cylinder capacity:  16 ea.

300 cf.

300 cf.

Oxygen Acetylene

300 cf. 130-
300 cf.

Oxygen Acetylene

300 cf. 130-
300 cf.
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Propane Island
Similar to the propane cages but intended for 20 lb. propane cylinders , Saf-T-Cart’s Propane 
Islands are fully enclosed storage cages designed to secure up to 18 cylinders.  Built with 
crimped sheet metal siding and a lockable, expanded metal door, the propane islands bolt 
to the ground for added security.

LP-12   LP-18  
Height:  72”  Height:  72“  
Width:  32“  Width:  42” 
Depth”  32”  Depth:  32”
Weight:  230 lbs.  Weight:  255 lbs.  
Cylinder capacity:  12 ea. Cylinder capacity:  18 ea.

Pallet Box
The Pallet Box is a fully enclosed hard goods storage and delivery box set on top of a 
pallet for easy portability.  The box is fully enclosed and protects its contents from the 
weather, making it perfect for construction sites and branch deliveries.  The pallet box 
comes equipped with two doors and two inner shelves for organization.  The pallet can 
be customized for your speci�c operation.
 
Height:  63”
Width:  38”  
Weight:  618 lbs.

Propane
SPC-8

SPC-16

Propane Cages
Designed to provide you with safe, secure storage for your propane cylinders, Saf-T-Cart’s propane 
cages are a forklift gas station designed to hold propane cylinders in a lockable storage rack.  A sliding 
locator pin secures both 33 and 44 lbs. propane cylinders while keeping the pressure release valve 
pointed upwards in case of an accidental over pressurization.

SPC-4     
Height:  39”     
Width:  33“     
Depth:  36”     
Weight:  135 lbs.    
Cylinder capacity:  4 ea.  

SPC-8
Height:  70”
Width:  33”
Depth:  36”
Weight:  174 lbs. 
Cylinder capacity:  8 ea.

SPC-12    SPC-16
Height:  70”   Height”  70”
Width:  48“   Width: 60”
Depth:  36”   Depth:  36”
Weight:  280 lbs.   Weight: 285  lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  12 ea.  Cylinder capacity:  16 ea.

20 lbs

Propane

33 or 
44 lbs

STP-16-TX
An extension of the standard Saf-T-Pallet, the STP-16-TX comes with a built in pallet ramp to 
make palletizing your cylinders even easier.  Like the STP-16, this pallet works seamlessly 
with Saf-T-Cart’s pallet trailers and utilizes variable strap positions for securing cylinders.

Height:  39”   
Width:  42”
Depth:  48”   
Weight:  250 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  16 ea.

STP-16
Designed to hold sixteen high-pressure cylinders, the STP-16 is the standard for palletized 
cylinder operations.  This pallet utilizes a heavy duty 3/16” diamond tread steel base plate 
and variable strap positions to provide a stable base for transporting and storing your         
cylinders.  The STP-16 is designed to work seamlessly with Saf-T-Cart’s pallet trailers.

Height:  39” 
Width:  42”
Depth:  39”
Weight:  240 lbs. 
Cylinder capacity:  16 ea.

STP-16-B
Designed to save weight, the STP-16B is the sideless counterpart to the STP-16.  O�ering 
the same stability as Saf-T-Cart’s other pallets, the STP-16-B combines a 3/16 baseplate with 
variable strap positions to securely transport and store your cylinders.
  
Height:  39”
Width:  42”
Depth:  39“
Weight:  225 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  16 ea.

300 cf.

300 cf.

300 cf.

Dock Ramps
Saf-T-Cart’s aluminum dock ramps provide an easy, lightweight and portable way to 
make palletizing your cylinders even easier.  The dock ramps come sized for any pallet 
in order to meet the individual demands of your speci�c operation;  just specify your 
type of pallet.
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Propane Island
Similar to the propane cages but intended for 20 lb. propane cylinders , Saf-T-Cart’s Propane 
Islands are fully enclosed storage cages designed to secure up to 18 cylinders.  Built with 
crimped sheet metal siding and a lockable, expanded metal door, the propane islands bolt 
to the ground for added security.

LP-12   LP-18  
Height:  72”  Height:  72“  
Width:  32“  Width:  42” 
Depth”  32”  Depth:  32”
Weight:  230 lbs.  Weight:  255 lbs.  
Cylinder capacity:  12 ea. Cylinder capacity:  18 ea.

Pallet Box
The Pallet Box is a fully enclosed hard goods storage and delivery box set on top of a 
pallet for easy portability.  The box is fully enclosed and protects its contents from the 
weather, making it perfect for construction sites and branch deliveries.  The pallet box 
comes equipped with two doors and two inner shelves for organization.  The pallet can 
be customized for your speci�c operation.
 
Height:  63”
Width:  38”  
Weight:  618 lbs.

Propane
SPC-8

SPC-16

Propane Cages
Designed to provide you with safe, secure storage for your propane cylinders, Saf-T-Cart’s propane 
cages are a forklift gas station designed to hold propane cylinders in a lockable storage rack.  A sliding 
locator pin secures both 33 and 44 lbs. propane cylinders while keeping the pressure release valve 
pointed upwards in case of an accidental over pressurization.

SPC-4     
Height:  39”     
Width:  33“     
Depth:  36”     
Weight:  135 lbs.    
Cylinder capacity:  4 ea.  

SPC-8
Height:  70”
Width:  33”
Depth:  36”
Weight:  174 lbs. 
Cylinder capacity:  8 ea.

SPC-12    SPC-16
Height:  70”   Height”  70”
Width:  48“   Width: 60”
Depth:  36”   Depth:  36”
Weight:  280 lbs.   Weight: 285  lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  12 ea.  Cylinder capacity:  16 ea.

20 lbs

Propane

33 or 
44 lbs

STP-16-TX
An extension of the standard Saf-T-Pallet, the STP-16-TX comes with a built in pallet ramp to 
make palletizing your cylinders even easier.  Like the STP-16, this pallet works seamlessly 
with Saf-T-Cart’s pallet trailers and utilizes variable strap positions for securing cylinders.

Height:  39”   
Width:  42”
Depth:  48”   
Weight:  250 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  16 ea.

STP-16
Designed to hold sixteen high-pressure cylinders, the STP-16 is the standard for palletized 
cylinder operations.  This pallet utilizes a heavy duty 3/16” diamond tread steel base plate 
and variable strap positions to provide a stable base for transporting and storing your         
cylinders.  The STP-16 is designed to work seamlessly with Saf-T-Cart’s pallet trailers.

Height:  39” 
Width:  42”
Depth:  39”
Weight:  240 lbs. 
Cylinder capacity:  16 ea.

STP-16-B
Designed to save weight, the STP-16B is the sideless counterpart to the STP-16.  O�ering 
the same stability as Saf-T-Cart’s other pallets, the STP-16-B combines a 3/16 baseplate with 
variable strap positions to securely transport and store your cylinders.
  
Height:  39”
Width:  42”
Depth:  39“
Weight:  225 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  16 ea.

300 cf.

300 cf.

300 cf.

Dock Ramps
Saf-T-Cart’s aluminum dock ramps provide an easy, lightweight and portable way to 
make palletizing your cylinders even easier.  The dock ramps come sized for any pallet 
in order to meet the individual demands of your speci�c operation;  just specify your 
type of pallet.
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DP-16
The DP-16 is a double pallet designed to double your storage space for smaller cylinders such as 
propane and medical cylinders, including cylinders with gauges, allowing you to maximize your 
inventory space.  The shelf folds down for double storage, utilizing straps on both levels, while 
locking in an upright position for use with full-sized cylinders.  The DP-16 comes available in 
any pallet style.

Height:  68” 
Width:  42”
Depth:  39”
Shelf height: 35”
Weight:  424 lbs.

STP-16B-AG
Designed to work with Airgas*-style pallet trailers, the STP-16B-AG features a heavy-duty 
3/16” diamond tread steel base plate and upper and lower straps to provide a stable base 
for transportation and storage of cylinders.  This pallet features four-sided forklift access.

Height:  40”   
Width:  48”
Depth:  46”   
Weight:  240 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  18 ea.

STP-16B-AG-POST
Featuring a 1/4” diamond steel base plate and 3“ channel iron back with adjustable upper 
and lower straps, the STP-16B-AG-POST is designed to work with Post Airgas* style trailers.  
This pallet features four-sided forklift access.

Height:  40”   
Width:  48”
Depth:  46”   
Weight:  240 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  18 ea.

STP-16-AP
Designed to work with Air Products*-style trailers, the STP-16-AP features a 3/16”  diamond 
tread base plate and a sturdy back to provide stability during transportation.  This pallet 
features four-sided forklift access.

Height:  40”   
Width:  46”
Depth:  36”   
Weight:  250 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  16 ea.

300 cf.

300 cf.

300 cf.

D/E

Medical Propane

33 or 
44 lbs.

or

STP-16-BOC
Originally manufactured for BOC*-style trailers, the STP-16-BOC features a seven gauge 
smooth tread �oorplate and sturdy, 1.5” square tubing sides to provide a stable platform for 
tranporting cylinders.
   
Width:  47.5”
Depth:  32.5”   
Weight:  240 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  16 ea.

STP-16-AL
Designed to work with Air Liquide*-style trailers, the STP-16-AL features a high, sturdy back 
designed to provide support for liquid cylinders.  This pallet features four-sided forklift 
access.
   
Width:  40.5”
Depth:  40”   
Weight:  215 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  2 ea., liquid cylinders

STP-16-MG
Originally manufactured for MG Industry* trailers, the STP-16-MG features a 3/8” steel 
body, a heavy-duty bar grating �oor and 3“ channel iron to provide a solid base for 
securing your cylinders.
   
Width:  38.5”
Depth:  32”   
Weight:  265 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  12 ea.

Pallet Racks
Designed to hold four pallets in a 2 x 2 con�guration, Saf-T-Cart’s pallet racks take advan-
tage of your vertical space when �oor storage is limited.  Each rack is completely welded 
and ships fully assembled and ready to use.  Pallet racks are available to your speci�cations, 
based on your pallet style and dimensions.

Height:  90” 
Width:  104”
Depth:  40”
Weight:  730 lbs. 
Pallet capacity:  4 ea. 

300 cf.

160-
230 L.

300 cf.
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DP-16
The DP-16 is a double pallet designed to double your storage space for smaller cylinders such as 
propane and medical cylinders, including cylinders with gauges, allowing you to maximize your 
inventory space.  The shelf folds down for double storage, utilizing straps on both levels, while 
locking in an upright position for use with full-sized cylinders.  The DP-16 comes available in 
any pallet style.

Height:  68” 
Width:  42”
Depth:  39”
Shelf height: 35”
Weight:  424 lbs.

STP-16B-AG
Designed to work with Airgas*-style pallet trailers, the STP-16B-AG features a heavy-duty 
3/16” diamond tread steel base plate and upper and lower straps to provide a stable base 
for transportation and storage of cylinders.  This pallet features four-sided forklift access.
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Depth:  46”   
Weight:  240 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  18 ea.

STP-16B-AG-POST
Featuring a 1/4” diamond steel base plate and 3“ channel iron back with adjustable upper 
and lower straps, the STP-16B-AG-POST is designed to work with Post Airgas* style trailers.  
This pallet features four-sided forklift access.
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Width:  48”
Depth:  46”   
Weight:  240 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  18 ea.

STP-16-AP
Designed to work with Air Products*-style trailers, the STP-16-AP features a 3/16”  diamond 
tread base plate and a sturdy back to provide stability during transportation.  This pallet 
features four-sided forklift access.
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Depth:  36”   
Weight:  250 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  16 ea.

300 cf.

300 cf.

300 cf.

D/E

Medical Propane

33 or 
44 lbs.

or

STP-16-BOC
Originally manufactured for BOC*-style trailers, the STP-16-BOC features a seven gauge 
smooth tread �oorplate and sturdy, 1.5” square tubing sides to provide a stable platform for 
tranporting cylinders.
   
Width:  47.5”
Depth:  32.5”   
Weight:  240 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  16 ea.

STP-16-AL
Designed to work with Air Liquide*-style trailers, the STP-16-AL features a high, sturdy back 
designed to provide support for liquid cylinders.  This pallet features four-sided forklift 
access.
   
Width:  40.5”
Depth:  40”   
Weight:  215 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  2 ea., liquid cylinders

STP-16-MG
Originally manufactured for MG Industry* trailers, the STP-16-MG features a 3/8” steel 
body, a heavy-duty bar grating �oor and 3“ channel iron to provide a solid base for 
securing your cylinders.
   
Width:  38.5”
Depth:  32”   
Weight:  265 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  12 ea.

Pallet Racks
Designed to hold four pallets in a 2 x 2 con�guration, Saf-T-Cart’s pallet racks take advan-
tage of your vertical space when �oor storage is limited.  Each rack is completely welded 
and ships fully assembled and ready to use.  Pallet racks are available to your speci�cations, 
based on your pallet style and dimensions.

Height:  90” 
Width:  104”
Depth:  40”
Weight:  730 lbs. 
Pallet capacity:  4 ea. 

300 cf.

160-
230 L.

300 cf.
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4L-100-FW
The 4L-100-FW provides great utility because it allows you to separate and store a variety of 
cylinders, such as liquid and fuel gases with a �rewall.  Using a ratchet strap (STP-45) for 
security, the 4L-100-FW has forklift access at the bottom and a lifting eye for maximum 
portability,  making it perfect for construction sites.

Baseplate:  21.75” x 21.75“
Height:  76”
Width:  34“ 
Depth:  42”  
Weight:  306 lbs.
Strap:  STP-45

Cylinder Caddy
Designed for easy maneuverability, Saf-T-Cart’s cylinder caddies function like small pallets.  
Securing their loads with an E-Track strap, cylinder caddies transport and store four to eight 
high-pressure cylinders quickly and easily.

CD-4   CD-6   CD-8
Height:  36”  Height:  36“  Height:  36”
Width:  23”  Width:  23”  Width:  23”
Depth: 23“  Depth:  33”  Depth:  44.5”
Weight:  150 lbs.  Weight:  180 lbs.  Weight:  200 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  4 ea. Cylinder capacity:  6 ea. Cylinder capacity:  8 ea.
Strap: 5303-SEF  Strap: 5303-SEF  Strap: 5303-SEF

Pallet Header
The PH-16T and PH-18T are pallet headers designed to easily re�ll high pressure cylinders, 
allowing you to maintain control of your cylinder program from retesting to �lling to 
delivery.  Purchased separately, the PH-16T attaches quickly and easily to Saf-T-Cart’s 
STP-16, making for a quick and easy conversion.  Available with a manifold (ordered 
seperately);  just specify the CGA number (see page 43).  Pallet headers meet the D.O.T. 
requirements for valve protection during transport.

PH-16T, PH-18T 
Height:  55”  
Width:  38“
Weight:  105 lbs.  
Cylinder capacity:  16-18 ea.

300 cf.

300 cf.

200 cf.

Saf-T-Cradle 6 Low Pro�le Model
Designed for stability, the C6-6C-LP utilizes its side-mounted forklift stirrups to attach its 
casters.  This design lowers the pro�le almost six inches, using a cantilever system employ-
ing 5” and 6“ phenolic wheels to  save critical space when it matters most.  Available with or 
without a manifold (ordered seperately);  just specify the CGA number when ordering (see 
page 43).

C6-6C-LP   
Height:  67”
Width:  28”
Depth:  32“
Weight:  320 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  6 ea.
Weight capacity:  1950#
Wheels: SC-65, SC-66
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Hand Crafted
From drawing board to the 

machine shop

Quality design
Using state of the art CAD programs, we   
handcraft your trailer using computers to ensure 
precision design.  Computer-drawn design 
enables us to begin our quality control process 
before construction even begins, guaranteeing 
the highest quality.

Quality construction
From each individual weld to the 
powder-coated paint job, every  
Saf-T-Cart pallet trailer and truck is 
handbuilt.  Our on-hands construction 
means every trailer and truck to leave is 
quality-driven and of the highest 
caliber.



4L-100-FW
The 4L-100-FW provides great utility because it allows you to separate and store a variety of 
cylinders, such as liquid and fuel gases with a �rewall.  Using a ratchet strap (STP-45) for 
security, the 4L-100-FW has forklift access at the bottom and a lifting eye for maximum 
portability,  making it perfect for construction sites.

Baseplate:  21.75” x 21.75“
Height:  76”
Width:  34“ 
Depth:  42”  
Weight:  306 lbs.
Strap:  STP-45

Cylinder Caddy
Designed for easy maneuverability, Saf-T-Cart’s cylinder caddies function like small pallets.  
Securing their loads with an E-Track strap, cylinder caddies transport and store four to eight 
high-pressure cylinders quickly and easily.

CD-4   CD-6   CD-8
Height:  36”  Height:  36“  Height:  36”
Width:  23”  Width:  23”  Width:  23”
Depth: 23“  Depth:  33”  Depth:  44.5”
Weight:  150 lbs.  Weight:  180 lbs.  Weight:  200 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  4 ea. Cylinder capacity:  6 ea. Cylinder capacity:  8 ea.
Strap: 5303-SEF  Strap: 5303-SEF  Strap: 5303-SEF

Pallet Header
The PH-16T and PH-18T are pallet headers designed to easily re�ll high pressure cylinders, 
allowing you to maintain control of your cylinder program from retesting to �lling to 
delivery.  Purchased separately, the PH-16T attaches quickly and easily to Saf-T-Cart’s 
STP-16, making for a quick and easy conversion.  Available with a manifold (ordered 
seperately);  just specify the CGA number (see page 43).  Pallet headers meet the D.O.T. 
requirements for valve protection during transport.

PH-16T, PH-18T 
Height:  55”  
Width:  38“
Weight:  105 lbs.  
Cylinder capacity:  16-18 ea.

300 cf.

300 cf.

200 cf.

Saf-T-Cradle 6 Low Pro�le Model
Designed for stability, the C6-6C-LP utilizes its side-mounted forklift stirrups to attach its 
casters.  This design lowers the pro�le almost six inches, using a cantilever system employ-
ing 5” and 6“ phenolic wheels to  save critical space when it matters most.  Available with or 
without a manifold (ordered seperately);  just specify the CGA number when ordering (see 
page 43).

C6-6C-LP   
Height:  67”
Width:  28”
Depth:  32“
Weight:  320 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  6 ea.
Weight capacity:  1950#
Wheels: SC-65, SC-66
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Hand Crafted
From drawing board to the 

machine shop

Quality design
Using state of the art CAD programs, we   
handcraft your trailer using computers to ensure 
precision design.  Computer-drawn design 
enables us to begin our quality control process 
before construction even begins, guaranteeing 
the highest quality.

Quality construction
From each individual weld to the 
powder-coated paint job, every  
Saf-T-Cart pallet trailer and truck is 
handbuilt.  Our on-hands construction 
means every trailer and truck to leave is 
quality-driven and of the highest 
caliber.



Pallet Trailers

Designed for You
Every pallet trailer is individually created by 
Saf-T-Cart for each unique customer based on 
the unique demands of that operation.  Our 
goal isn’t just to make the best pallet trailers on 
the market; it’s to provide you with the best 
trailer for your operation, based on your wants 
and needs.  As a result, we let you dictate the 
design based on what you need to make your 
business work better.  Whether it’s the number 
of pallets per trailer or the size of the trailer 
itself, our goal is to provide you with the trailer 
you need to strip away all limitations from your 
company and maximize your potential.  From 
cylinders to hard goods, these trailers can do it.

Quality Construction
From conceptual design to each individual 
weld, each pallet trailer produced by Saf-T-Cart 
is handcrafted.  A single engineer oversees 
every trailer from start to �nish, guaranteeing a 
quality product.  In addition to providing a 
product custom made for you, this hands-on 
construction ensures a quality product is 
delivered when your trailer is �nished.  

Increased Operational E�ciency
Palletizing your cylinder delivery trailer leads to 
an immediate improvement in operational 
e�ciency.  A palletized operation immediately 
boosts e�ciency by moving and storing cylin-
ders in bulk for a quick turn around; a pallet 
trailer allows you to capture that same pro�-
ciency in a variety of ways.  Though a pallet 
trailer can be docked for single-cylinder delivery, 
its ability to load and unload from the side in 
undockable situations make it the most versatile 
way to deliver your cylinders in any situation.  
Additionally, pallet trailers can serve as an easily 
portable storage device when not in use, dou-
bling their function.

Trailers available in any size, 
from pup trailer. to drop decks.

Own your entire gas distribution operation.

Simplify your entire gas operation by adding a Saf-T-Cart pallet trailer to your �eet.  Adding a pallet trailer allows 
you to streamline your operation by controlling the movement of your cylinders from re�lling to delivery.  By 
adding a pallet trailer to your �eet, you can take total control of your gas distribution operation.  With a pallet 
trailer, you have control over your cylinders from their arrival at the �ll plant to their eventual distribution to 
individual sites.

Each pallet sits securely on the trailer by nesting onto a picket built into the trailer.  Saf-T-Cart pallet trailers come 
fully accessorized with mud �aps, warning placards, D.O.T. required re�ective tape, ladder, hold down straps 
(STP-PRS), and more.  Liftgates available upon request. Saf-T-Cart can modify existing trailers  or build a new one 
onsite, including bob trailers.  All you have to do is specify the type and number of pallets to be used and we take 
care of the rest! 
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Pallet Trailers

Designed for You
Every pallet trailer is individually created by 
Saf-T-Cart for each unique customer based on 
the unique demands of that operation.  Our 
goal isn’t just to make the best pallet trailers on 
the market; it’s to provide you with the best 
trailer for your operation, based on your wants 
and needs.  As a result, we let you dictate the 
design based on what you need to make your 
business work better.  Whether it’s the number 
of pallets per trailer or the size of the trailer 
itself, our goal is to provide you with the trailer 
you need to strip away all limitations from your 
company and maximize your potential.  From 
cylinders to hard goods, these trailers can do it.

Quality Construction
From conceptual design to each individual 
weld, each pallet trailer produced by Saf-T-Cart 
is handcrafted.  A single engineer oversees 
every trailer from start to �nish, guaranteeing a 
quality product.  In addition to providing a 
product custom made for you, this hands-on 
construction ensures a quality product is 
delivered when your trailer is �nished.  

Increased Operational E�ciency
Palletizing your cylinder delivery trailer leads to 
an immediate improvement in operational 
e�ciency.  A palletized operation immediately 
boosts e�ciency by moving and storing cylin-
ders in bulk for a quick turn around; a pallet 
trailer allows you to capture that same pro�-
ciency in a variety of ways.  Though a pallet 
trailer can be docked for single-cylinder delivery, 
its ability to load and unload from the side in 
undockable situations make it the most versatile 
way to deliver your cylinders in any situation.  
Additionally, pallet trailers can serve as an easily 
portable storage device when not in use, dou-
bling their function.

Trailers available in any size, 
from pup trailer. to drop decks.

Own your entire gas distribution operation.

Simplify your entire gas operation by adding a Saf-T-Cart pallet trailer to your �eet.  Adding a pallet trailer allows 
you to streamline your operation by controlling the movement of your cylinders from re�lling to delivery.  By 
adding a pallet trailer to your �eet, you can take total control of your gas distribution operation.  With a pallet 
trailer, you have control over your cylinders from their arrival at the �ll plant to their eventual distribution to 
individual sites.

Each pallet sits securely on the trailer by nesting onto a picket built into the trailer.  Saf-T-Cart pallet trailers come 
fully accessorized with mud �aps, warning placards, D.O.T. required re�ective tape, ladder, hold down straps 
(STP-PRS), and more.  Liftgates available upon request. Saf-T-Cart can modify existing trailers  or build a new one 
onsite, including bob trailers.  All you have to do is specify the type and number of pallets to be used and we take 
care of the rest! 
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Saf-T-Cradle 6
The C6-4C is a cylinder bank designed to hold six 9.5” high-pressure cylinders, allowing you 
to control the �ll on your cylinders.  Equipped with four casters,  this cradle is highly 
maneuverable yet stable when loaded.  Ships with a lifting eye and single forklift stirrup on 
the top and double-sided lower forklift access.  Order manifold seperately;  just specify the 
CGA number when ordering (see page 43).

C6-4C   
Height:  85”
Width:  32”
Depth:  33“
Weight:  320 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  6 ea.
Weight Capacity:  1950#
Wheels:  SC-53, SC-54

Saf-T-Cradle 12 Forklift Model
Designed to link twelve 9.5” high-pressure cylinders together into a single gas unit, the 
C12-FL is a stationary, yet highly mobile, cylinder bank.  Movable only by forklift or crane, 
utlizing the lifting eye or the forklift access on the top and bottom, the C12-FL ensures safe 
and easy movement of your cylinder cradle.  Available with or without a manifold;  just 
specify the CGA number when ordering (see page 43).  

C12-FL
Height:  81“
Width:  32”
Depth:  43”
Weight:  398 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  12 ea.
Weight capacity:  2950#

Saf-T-Cradle 12
The C12-4C is a cylinder bank designed to store twelve 9.5” high-pressure cylinders, making 
it easy to maintain the �ll on your cylinders in di�cult areas, such as on oil rigs.  The C12-4C 
comes with forklift access at the top and bottom as well as a lifting eye and four-point 
lifting ears to make portability a cinch.  Also available with six in-line casters; just ask for the 
C12-6C.  Available with or without a manifold; just specify the CGA number when ordering 
(see page 43).

C12-4C
Height:  85” 
Width:  32“ 
Depth:  43 ”
Weight:  432 lbs. 
Cylinder capacity:  12 ea.
Weight Capacity:  2950# 
Wheels:  SC-53, SC-54

Saf-T-Cradle 6 Forklift Model
The C6-FL is a cylinder bank designed to hold six 9.5” high-pressure cylinders, allowing you 
to maximize your ability to maintain the �ll on your cylinders.  The C6-FL is designed to 
move only by forklift or pallet jack, utlizing the lifting eye or the forklift access on the top 
and bottom, ensuring safe and easy movement of your cylinder cradle.  Order manifold 
seperately;  just specify the CGA number when ordering (see page 43).

C6-FL
Height:  81”   
Width:  32”
Depth: 33“   
Weight:  273 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  6 ea.

300 cf.

300 cf.

300 cf.

300 cf.

Saf-T-Cradle 6  H-Top
The C6-6CH is a cylinder bank designed to hold six 9.5” high-pressure cylinders, allowing 
you to control the �ll on your cylinders.  Equipped with six in-line casters,  this cradle is 
highly maneuverable yet exceptionally stable when loaded.  These casters are inset in the 
frame for extra stability.  The updated frame makes this cradle even more maneuvarable 
than ever.   The C6-6CH ships with four-sided upper forklift access, complementing four-
corner lifting ears and a lifting eye.  The bottom features two-sided forklift access.  Order 
manifold seperately;  just specify the CGA number when ordering (see page 43).

C6-6CH   
Height:  85”
Width:  32”
Depth:  33“
Weight:  320 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  6 ea.
Weight Capacity:  1950#
Wheels:  SC-67, SC-68

300 cf.

Saf-T-Cradle 12 H-Top
The C12-6CH is a cylinder bank designed to hold twelve 9.5” high-pressure cylinders, 
allowing you to control the �ll on your cylinders.  Equipped with six in-line casters,  this 
cradle is highly maneuverable yet exceptionally stable when loaded.  These casters are inset 
in the frame for extra stability.  An updated frame makes this cradle even more maneu-
varable than ever.   The C12-6CH ships with four-sided upper forklift access, complementing 
four-corner lifting ears and a lifting eye.  The bottom features two-sided forklift access.  
Order manifold seperately;  just specify the CGA number when ordering (see page 43).

C12-6CH   
Height:  85”
Width:  32”
Depth:  33“
Weight:  320 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  6 ea.
Weight Capacity:  1950#
Wheels:  SC-67, SC-68

300 cf.
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Saf-T-Cradle 6
The C6-4C is a cylinder bank designed to hold six 9.5” high-pressure cylinders, allowing you 
to control the �ll on your cylinders.  Equipped with four casters,  this cradle is highly 
maneuverable yet stable when loaded.  Ships with a lifting eye and single forklift stirrup on 
the top and double-sided lower forklift access.  Order manifold seperately;  just specify the 
CGA number when ordering (see page 43).

C6-4C   
Height:  85”
Width:  32”
Depth:  33“
Weight:  320 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  6 ea.
Weight Capacity:  1950#
Wheels:  SC-53, SC-54

Saf-T-Cradle 12 Forklift Model
Designed to link twelve 9.5” high-pressure cylinders together into a single gas unit, the 
C12-FL is a stationary, yet highly mobile, cylinder bank.  Movable only by forklift or crane, 
utlizing the lifting eye or the forklift access on the top and bottom, the C12-FL ensures safe 
and easy movement of your cylinder cradle.  Available with or without a manifold;  just 
specify the CGA number when ordering (see page 43).  

C12-FL
Height:  81“
Width:  32”
Depth:  43”
Weight:  398 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  12 ea.
Weight capacity:  2950#

Saf-T-Cradle 12
The C12-4C is a cylinder bank designed to store twelve 9.5” high-pressure cylinders, making 
it easy to maintain the �ll on your cylinders in di�cult areas, such as on oil rigs.  The C12-4C 
comes with forklift access at the top and bottom as well as a lifting eye and four-point 
lifting ears to make portability a cinch.  Also available with six in-line casters; just ask for the 
C12-6C.  Available with or without a manifold; just specify the CGA number when ordering 
(see page 43).

C12-4C
Height:  85” 
Width:  32“ 
Depth:  43 ”
Weight:  432 lbs. 
Cylinder capacity:  12 ea.
Weight Capacity:  2950# 
Wheels:  SC-53, SC-54

Saf-T-Cradle 6 Forklift Model
The C6-FL is a cylinder bank designed to hold six 9.5” high-pressure cylinders, allowing you 
to maximize your ability to maintain the �ll on your cylinders.  The C6-FL is designed to 
move only by forklift or pallet jack, utlizing the lifting eye or the forklift access on the top 
and bottom, ensuring safe and easy movement of your cylinder cradle.  Order manifold 
seperately;  just specify the CGA number when ordering (see page 43).

C6-FL
Height:  81”   
Width:  32”
Depth: 33“   
Weight:  273 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  6 ea.

300 cf.

300 cf.

300 cf.

300 cf.

Saf-T-Cradle 6  H-Top
The C6-6CH is a cylinder bank designed to hold six 9.5” high-pressure cylinders, allowing 
you to control the �ll on your cylinders.  Equipped with six in-line casters,  this cradle is 
highly maneuverable yet exceptionally stable when loaded.  These casters are inset in the 
frame for extra stability.  The updated frame makes this cradle even more maneuvarable 
than ever.   The C6-6CH ships with four-sided upper forklift access, complementing four-
corner lifting ears and a lifting eye.  The bottom features two-sided forklift access.  Order 
manifold seperately;  just specify the CGA number when ordering (see page 43).

C6-6CH   
Height:  85”
Width:  32”
Depth:  33“
Weight:  320 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  6 ea.
Weight Capacity:  1950#
Wheels:  SC-67, SC-68

300 cf.

Saf-T-Cradle 12 H-Top
The C12-6CH is a cylinder bank designed to hold twelve 9.5” high-pressure cylinders, 
allowing you to control the �ll on your cylinders.  Equipped with six in-line casters,  this 
cradle is highly maneuverable yet exceptionally stable when loaded.  These casters are inset 
in the frame for extra stability.  An updated frame makes this cradle even more maneu-
varable than ever.   The C12-6CH ships with four-sided upper forklift access, complementing 
four-corner lifting ears and a lifting eye.  The bottom features two-sided forklift access.  
Order manifold seperately;  just specify the CGA number when ordering (see page 43).

C12-6CH   
Height:  85”
Width:  32”
Depth:  33“
Weight:  320 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  6 ea.
Weight Capacity:  1950#
Wheels:  SC-67, SC-68

300 cf.
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Pallet Pak 16
The Pallet Pak is a cylinder bank designed to store and maintain the �ll on sixteen 9.5” 
high-pressure cylinders, allowing you to control and easily maintain the �ll on these 
cylinders by linking them into one gas unit.  The Pallet Pak comes standard with a lifting 
eye and and forklift access at the bottom.  Available with or without a manifold;  just 
specify the CGA number when ordering (see below).
   
Height:  85”
Width:  42”
Depth:  340“
Weight:  507 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  16 ea.
Weight capacity:  4500#

Manifolds
All Saf-T-Cradles and Pallet Headers feature manifolds by Superior Products*.  These manifolds link your cylinders 
together within your cylinder banks, making them indispensible in your gas operation.  The manifold body is machined 
from a 1.5” yellow brass bar.  Each stainless steel pigtail is te�on lined for either standard gas service or tefzel for high 
purity and lighter than air gases and are available as rigid copper, �exible stainless steel or armored for heavy duty use.  
Just specify the CGA number when ordering to make sure you get the right pigtails.

Six Pack
All six  cylinder Saf-T-Cradles are equipped with the six pack manifold.  The six pack manifold is available with 
optional pigtails, available in steel, rigid copper or armored.

Flexible :  MFL-6-XXX-FX
Rigid copper loop:  MFL-6-XXX-RD
Flexible tefzel :  MFL-6-XXX-TZ
Armored:  MFL-6-XXX-Armored

Twelve Pack
Twelve pack manifolds equip the 12 cylinder Saf-T-Cradles  These manifolds are available with pigtail options for 
steel, rigid copper or armored steel.

Flexible:  MFL-12-XXX-FX
Rigid copper loop:  MFL-12-XXX-RD
Flexible tefzel:  MFL-12-XXX-TZ
Armored:  MFL-12-XXX-Armored

Sixteen Pack
Each Pallet Pak out�tted with a manifold is equipped with a sixteen pack manifold.  Pigtails are available as steel, 
rigid copper or armored.

Flexible:  MFL-16-XXX-FX
Rigid copper loop:  MFL-16-XXX-RD
Flexible tefzel:  MFL-16-XXX-FZ
Armored:  MFL-16-XXX-Armored

Pigtails
Intended to meet your every need, pigtails are available for the following gases.  Simply replace the XXX above 
with the right CGA.

Carbon dioxide:  CGA 320  Hydrogen:  CGA 350  Inert gases:  CGA 580
Nitrous Oxide:  CGA 326  Propane/Acetylene:  CGA 510
Air:  CGA 346   Oxygen:  CGA 540

300 cf.
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The top for the new model Saf-T-Cradles have 
been completely redesigned to provide even 
more maneuverablility.  Though the standard 
model features four lifting ears, a lifting eye 
and four-sided forklift access, the top on this 
cradle can be customized for you.

Turn your cylinders into a single cylinder 
bank.

Saf-T-Cradles make it easy to manage the �ll on 
multiple cylinders by linking them together 
into a single cylinder bank.  Beginning with the 
standard C6‐6C, our cradle line expands to the 
C12‐6C and the Pallet Pak 16, designed to hold 
twelve and sixteen 9.5” cylinder, respectively.

All Saf‐T‐Cradles are available with or without 
manifolds, with options varying from rigid to 
�exible, armored pigtails as well as standard or 
RPV valves.

•From the wheels to the manifolds, each Saf-T-
Cradle ships fully assembled.  All you have to do 
is add the cylinders and you have a fully func-
tional cylinder bank.
•Every Saf-T-Cradle leaves stamped with a serial 
number.
•Available with a load-test certificate for a 
nominal fee.
•The only cradle in the industry available with a 
professional engineering stamp.
•Exclusive design allows you to see cylinder 
bottoms for 5 year cylinder inspections.

Quality construction
•Durable powder coated paint.
•Unique design drains at the bottom for 
lasting quality in any weather.
•7 gauge steel top protects cylinders 
while providing a sturdy lift point.
•6 in-line caster design allows for a full 360 
degree spin.
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Pallet Pak 16
The Pallet Pak is a cylinder bank designed to store and maintain the �ll on sixteen 9.5” 
high-pressure cylinders, allowing you to control and easily maintain the �ll on these 
cylinders by linking them into one gas unit.  The Pallet Pak comes standard with a lifting 
eye and and forklift access at the bottom.  Available with or without a manifold;  just 
specify the CGA number when ordering (see below).
   
Height:  85”
Width:  42”
Depth:  340“
Weight:  507 lbs.
Cylinder capacity:  16 ea.
Weight capacity:  4500#

Manifolds
All Saf-T-Cradles and Pallet Headers feature manifolds by Superior Products*.  These manifolds link your cylinders 
together within your cylinder banks, making them indispensible in your gas operation.  The manifold body is machined 
from a 1.5” yellow brass bar.  Each stainless steel pigtail is te�on lined for either standard gas service or tefzel for high 
purity and lighter than air gases and are available as rigid copper, �exible stainless steel or armored for heavy duty use.  
Just specify the CGA number when ordering to make sure you get the right pigtails.

Six Pack
All six  cylinder Saf-T-Cradles are equipped with the six pack manifold.  The six pack manifold is available with 
optional pigtails, available in steel, rigid copper or armored.

Flexible :  MFL-6-XXX-FX
Rigid copper loop:  MFL-6-XXX-RD
Flexible tefzel :  MFL-6-XXX-TZ
Armored:  MFL-6-XXX-Armored

Twelve Pack
Twelve pack manifolds equip the 12 cylinder Saf-T-Cradles  These manifolds are available with pigtail options for 
steel, rigid copper or armored steel.

Flexible:  MFL-12-XXX-FX
Rigid copper loop:  MFL-12-XXX-RD
Flexible tefzel:  MFL-12-XXX-TZ
Armored:  MFL-12-XXX-Armored

Sixteen Pack
Each Pallet Pak out�tted with a manifold is equipped with a sixteen pack manifold.  Pigtails are available as steel, 
rigid copper or armored.

Flexible:  MFL-16-XXX-FX
Rigid copper loop:  MFL-16-XXX-RD
Flexible tefzel:  MFL-16-XXX-FZ
Armored:  MFL-16-XXX-Armored

Pigtails
Intended to meet your every need, pigtails are available for the following gases.  Simply replace the XXX above 
with the right CGA.

Carbon dioxide:  CGA 320  Hydrogen:  CGA 350  Inert gases:  CGA 580
Nitrous Oxide:  CGA 326  Propane/Acetylene:  CGA 510
Air:  CGA 346   Oxygen:  CGA 540

300 cf.
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The top for the new model Saf-T-Cradles have 
been completely redesigned to provide even 
more maneuverablility.  Though the standard 
model features four lifting ears, a lifting eye 
and four-sided forklift access, the top on this 
cradle can be customized for you.

Turn your cylinders into a single cylinder 
bank.

Saf-T-Cradles make it easy to manage the �ll on 
multiple cylinders by linking them together 
into a single cylinder bank.  Beginning with the 
standard C6‐6C, our cradle line expands to the 
C12‐6C and the Pallet Pak 16, designed to hold 
twelve and sixteen 9.5” cylinder, respectively.

All Saf‐T‐Cradles are available with or without 
manifolds, with options varying from rigid to 
�exible, armored pigtails as well as standard or 
RPV valves.

•From the wheels to the manifolds, each Saf-T-
Cradle ships fully assembled.  All you have to do 
is add the cylinders and you have a fully func-
tional cylinder bank.
•Every Saf-T-Cradle leaves stamped with a serial 
number.
•Available with a load-test certificate for a 
nominal fee.
•The only cradle in the industry available with a 
professional engineering stamp.
•Exclusive design allows you to see cylinder 
bottoms for 5 year cylinder inspections.

Quality construction
•Durable powder coated paint.
•Unique design drains at the bottom for 
lasting quality in any weather.
•7 gauge steel top protects cylinders 
while providing a sturdy lift point.
•6 in-line caster design allows for a full 360 
degree spin.
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STP-15

SC-1
6” semi-pneumatic wheel 
with a plastic  hub.
6” x 1 3/4”
.5” plastic bearing

SC-2
6” semi-pneumatic wheel 
with a steel hub.
6” x 1 3/4”
.5” ball bearing

SC-2A
6” semi-pneumatic wheel 
with a plastic hub.
6” x 1 3/4”
3/8”  plastiC bearing

SC-2B
6” polyole�n wheel.
6” x 1 3/4”
.5” plastic bearing

SC-4
8” semi-pneumatic wheel 
with a plastic hub.
8” x 1 3/4”
.5” plastic bearing

SC-5
8” semi-pneumatic wheel 
with a steel hub.
8” x 1 3/4”
.5” ball bearing

SC-7 & 7A
10” polyole�n wheel.
10” x 2 3/4”
SC-7: 5/8” plastic bearing
SC-7A:  3/4” plastic 

SC-8
10” pneumatic wheel with 
a steel hub.
10” x 2 3/4”
5/8” ball bearing

STP-25

STP-35
STP-45

STP-55

Saf-T-Straps
Intended for use with our line of Saf-T-Pallets, Saf-T-Cart’s straps o�er a versatile range of options 
and purposes.  Each is a fully functional ratchet strap, providing you with the strength and leverage 
needed to secure your cylinders to their pallets.  Additionally, high-tensil strength nylon webbing (12,000#) 
provides these straps with the power needed to secure your cylidners safely and worry-free.  If ordering 
for speci�c pallets, let us know which ones and we’ll be sure to send you the right strap.
   
  STP-15  STP-25  STP-35  STP-42  STP-45  STP-55 
Fixed length:  4’  4‘  4’  --  --  4‘
Overall length:   9’  9’  9’  42”  4’  9’
Hook:    Flat   D ring  12” chain Clip  D ring  Sewn

SC-10
14” semi-pneumatic 
wheel with a steel hub.
14” x 1 3/4”
.75 ball bearing

SC-11
16” pneumatic wheel with 
a steel hub and no �at 
sealant.
16” x 4”
3/4” ball bearing

SC-12
5.30” x 12“  auto tire with a 
steel hub.
4 lug rim

SC-9 & 9A
10” pneumatic wheel with 
a steel hub and no �at 
sealant.
10” x 4“
SC-9:  3/4” ball bearing
SC-9A:  5/8” ball bearing

45 46

E-Track Straps
For use with a wide variety of Saf-T-Cart products, our E-Track  straps are the easiest way to secure your cyinders.  
The ends of each E-Track straps �t into slots on the cart, cage or pallet, securing both ends in place while a ratchet 
secures the load in place.  Because each Saf-T-Cart product designed with the E-Track system is lined with slots, 
this system is almost in�nitely adjustable.
   
  5303-SEF 5304-SEF 5308-SEF
Overall length:   3’  4‘  8’
Hook:    E-Hook  E-Hook  E-Hook 5304-SEF

5303-SEF 
and  
5308-SEF

Cylinder Caps, by American Cap Company

Safety Snap Cap 
The Safety Snap Cap was designed for safety and valve access security.  This design a�ords 
easy access to the valve handle without having to remove the protective cap and replacing 
the regulators each time access to the cylinder is needed.  Comes with a lock for extra 
security.  Each cylinder cap comes in safety yellow for added visibility.

High Pressure
SC8FNNP-12:  3.125 x 11 UN fine thread
SC8CNNP-12:  3.125 x 11 UN coarse thread

Low Pressure
SC2FNNP-12:  3.5 x 11 UN fine thread
SC2CNNP-12:  3.5 x 11 UN coarse thread

STP-42

Construction Collar 
The construction collar is a proven design used at construction sites worldwide.  Large 
openings provide easy access to the valve and valve handle while providing the safety 
necessary to protect those parts from damage.  Each construction collar comes in red for 
added visibility.

CC2F0S:  3.5” 11 UN construction collar
CC8LS:  3.125” 11 UN construction collar



STP-15

SC-1
6” semi-pneumatic wheel 
with a plastic  hub.
6” x 1 3/4”
.5” plastic bearing

SC-2
6” semi-pneumatic wheel 
with a steel hub.
6” x 1 3/4”
.5” ball bearing

SC-2A
6” semi-pneumatic wheel 
with a plastic hub.
6” x 1 3/4”
3/8”  plastiC bearing

SC-2B
6” polyole�n wheel.
6” x 1 3/4”
.5” plastic bearing

SC-4
8” semi-pneumatic wheel 
with a plastic hub.
8” x 1 3/4”
.5” plastic bearing

SC-5
8” semi-pneumatic wheel 
with a steel hub.
8” x 1 3/4”
.5” ball bearing

SC-7 & 7A
10” polyole�n wheel.
10” x 2 3/4”
SC-7: 5/8” plastic bearing
SC-7A:  3/4” plastic 

SC-8
10” pneumatic wheel with 
a steel hub.
10” x 2 3/4”
5/8” ball bearing

STP-25

STP-35
STP-45

STP-55

Saf-T-Straps
Intended for use with our line of Saf-T-Pallets, Saf-T-Cart’s straps o�er a versatile range of options 
and purposes.  Each is a fully functional ratchet strap, providing you with the strength and leverage 
needed to secure your cylinders to their pallets.  Additionally, high-tensil strength nylon webbing (12,000#) 
provides these straps with the power needed to secure your cylidners safely and worry-free.  If ordering 
for speci�c pallets, let us know which ones and we’ll be sure to send you the right strap.
   
  STP-15  STP-25  STP-35  STP-42  STP-45  STP-55 
Fixed length:  4’  4‘  4’  --  --  4‘
Overall length:   9’  9’  9’  42”  4’  9’
Hook:    Flat   D ring  12” chain Clip  D ring  Sewn

SC-10
14” semi-pneumatic 
wheel with a steel hub.
14” x 1 3/4”
.75 ball bearing

SC-11
16” pneumatic wheel with 
a steel hub and no �at 
sealant.
16” x 4”
3/4” ball bearing

SC-12
5.30” x 12“  auto tire with a 
steel hub.
4 lug rim

SC-9 & 9A
10” pneumatic wheel with 
a steel hub and no �at 
sealant.
10” x 4“
SC-9:  3/4” ball bearing
SC-9A:  5/8” ball bearing

45 46

E-Track Straps
For use with a wide variety of Saf-T-Cart products, our E-Track  straps are the easiest way to secure your cyinders.  
The ends of each E-Track straps �t into slots on the cart, cage or pallet, securing both ends in place while a ratchet 
secures the load in place.  Because each Saf-T-Cart product designed with the E-Track system is lined with slots, 
this system is almost in�nitely adjustable.
   
  5303-SEF 5304-SEF 5308-SEF
Overall length:   3’  4‘  8’
Hook:    E-Hook  E-Hook  E-Hook 5304-SEF

5303-SEF 
and  
5308-SEF

Cylinder Caps, by American Cap Company

Safety Snap Cap 
The Safety Snap Cap was designed for safety and valve access security.  This design a�ords 
easy access to the valve handle without having to remove the protective cap and replacing 
the regulators each time access to the cylinder is needed.  Comes with a lock for extra 
security.  Each cylinder cap comes in safety yellow for added visibility.

High Pressure
SC8FNNP-12:  3.125 x 11 UN fine thread
SC8CNNP-12:  3.125 x 11 UN coarse thread

Low Pressure
SC2FNNP-12:  3.5 x 11 UN fine thread
SC2CNNP-12:  3.5 x 11 UN coarse thread

STP-42

Construction Collar 
The construction collar is a proven design used at construction sites worldwide.  Large 
openings provide easy access to the valve and valve handle while providing the safety 
necessary to protect those parts from damage.  Each construction collar comes in red for 
added visibility.

CC2F0S:  3.5” 11 UN construction collar
CC8LS:  3.125” 11 UN construction collar



100351
3” swivel caster
3“ x .75”
ball bearing

109844
6” swivel caster
6“ x 2”
ball bearing

SC-66
5” rigid phenolic caster 
with brake
5“ x 2”
roller bearing

SC-20
3” swivel polyole�n caster
3“ x .75”
plain bearing

SC-22A
4” swivel polyole�n caster
4“ x 1”
plain bearing

SC-23
4” swivel soft rubber 
caster with brake
4“ x 2”
roller bearing

SC-24
4” rigid soft rubber caster
4“ x 2”
roller bearing

SC-25
6” swivel polyole�n caster 
with brake
6“ x 2”
roller bearing

SC-26
6” rigid polyole�n caster
6“ x 2”
roller bearing

SC-31
6” swivel caster
6“ x 2”
roller bearing

SC-36
10” swivel caster
10“ x 2”
roller bearing

SC-53
6” swivel caster
6“ x 2”
roller bearing

SC-54
6” rigid caster with brake
6“ x 2”
roller bearing

SC-65
5” rigid phenolic caster
5“ x 2”
roller bearing

47 48

SC-15
24”  steel wheel with six 
steel spokes.
24“ x 2 & 1/2”
3/4” plain bearing

SC-16 & 18
8” polyole�n wheel.
8” x 2”
SC-16:  1/2” plastic 
bearing
SC-18:  3/4” plastic 
bearing

SC-19
10” phenolic wheel.
10” x 2 & 1/2”
3/4” roller bearing

101222
12” pneumatic wheel with 
a steel hub and no �at 
sealant.
12“ x 3.5”
.75” ball bearing

101611
16” semi-pneumatic 
wheel with a steel hub
16” x 1.75”
.75” ball bearing

SC-13
20”  steel wheel with six 
steel spokes.
20” x 2 & 1/2”
3/4” plain bearing

SC-33
10” steel wheel with soft 
rubber tread.
10” x 2 & 1/2”
3/4” roller bearing

SC-34
12” bolt together, 4-ply 
pneumatice wheel.
12“ x 4”
3/4” ball bearing

SC-32
6” rigid caster
6“ x 2”
roller bearing

SC-67
5” phenolic wheel
5” x 2”
.5” roller bearing

SC-68
6” phenolic wheel
6” x 2”
.5” roller bearing
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SC-15
24”  steel wheel with six 
steel spokes.
24“ x 2 & 1/2”
3/4” plain bearing
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8” polyole�n wheel.
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SC-16:  1/2” plastic 
bearing
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SC-33
10” steel wheel with soft 
rubber tread.
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SC-34
12” bolt together, 4-ply 
pneumatice wheel.
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3/4” ball bearing
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800-542-2278
www.saftcart.com


